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Attorneys Expected To File Petition Monday

Court To Rule On City Ward Plight
A petition asking for a declaratory
judgment recognizing that the city of
Murray has never legally been divided
into more than one ward Ler the purpose
of common council elections is expected to be filed with Calloway County
Circuit Court Uudge James M. Lassiter
Monday morning.
The action was decided on at a
meeting held Friday afternoon between
city attorney J. William Phillips,
county attorney Max Parker, county
clerk Marvin Harris; Mayor Melvin B.
Henley and others, concerning the
conclusion reached earlier this week by
Phillips that a 1956 resolution dividing
the city into two wards had not been
legally adopted.
The action will be filed jointly by
Phillips, representing the city, and by
Parker, representing Harris and the

Calloway County Board of Election
Commissioners.
Parker said Friday that he concurred
with Phillips' opinion on the matter, as
did Walter Herdman, deputy in the
Kentucky Attorney General's office
who specializes in municipal law.
if the judgment is granted by the
court it will mean that all candidates
running for city council nominations in
the May 29 Democratic Primary will be
running at large with the top 12 votegetters winning the nomination.
Under the two-ward set-up, under
which council elections have been held
for the past 23 years since the city was
reclassified from fourth class status to
third class status, the top six votegetters in Ward A (north of Main
Street) and the top six vote-getters in
Ward B (south of Main Street) have

Hockey

Stanley Cup

'Gypsies' Are Suspects
In Fraud Scheme Case
Two white males and two white
females "having a gyspy appearance"
apparently have carried of a fraud
scheme from Pikeville to Calloway
County, according to a state police
spokesman.
He said that the group apparently
approached the home of an elderly
Calloway County couple about 10:15
a.m. Friday and is believed to have
taken an undetermined amount of
money from the home. State police are
still investigating the incident.
According to reports, the quartet
goes mainly to houses of elderly persons under the guise of selling rugs and
other items The spokesman added that
while the males distract the residents,
the females search the houses.
State police said they are basing their

information on related occurences in
the Pikeville area. They said the
scheme was reported in and around
Pikeville during the last two weeks.
One of the women is described as
being 40, 5 feet 2, blonde hair, a heavy
build and does not speak English, according to reports. It continued to say
the second women, in her 30s, interepts
for the first.
State police have only a description of
one man. He is about 40 with a dark
complexion, they stated.
The four reportedly travel in a 1970 to
1973 blue and white Cadillac which
possibly bears a New York license
plate, reports said.
The spokesman Added that anyone
seeing or having contact with these
persons should call the state police.

McBrayer Denies Link
With Candidate Offers
"I have never at any time offered or
authorized anyone to make accomodation with any candidate have
have no plans to do so," Terry
McBrayer, Democratic gubernatorial
candidate, stated Friday in Murray.
McBrayer made that statement
reguarding recent reports stated that
his campaign has attempted to buy
candidates.
The former state commerce commissioner added that the rumors
against
his
campaign
were
''desperation attempts" by other
candidates to "attack the frontrunner"
in the campaign.
"This close to the election, the silly
season starts. They know I am in the
lead and they are pulling every
desparation tactic they can do,"
McBrayer said. "They know they have
to do something dramatic to get public
attention."
He added that "this is probably not
the last desparation move" before the
election.
McBrayer, who was in Murray for the
official opening of his campaign
headquarters, said that he felt confident about the upcoming election and
that his campaign "would peak at the

right time." He added that he and his
campaign staff have all 120 state
counties organized where, in his
opinion, other candidates had only
around 50.
The candidate thanked his workers
and supporters but said that he felt the
greatest amount of work is still ahead.
He added that it is time concentrate
just on the election.
Concerning Murray State University,
McBrayer said a new sports arena was..
promised. He added that the "the
present governor can promise a new
sports arena but he can't build it. I can
promise it and I can build it."
He added that Highway 94 will be one
of his top priorities.
A family affair, McBrayer said,
would describe his campaign."My wife
does a different campaign tour from
me. rny-Iii-Other is involved with the
senior citizen groups and my sisters do
some campaigning."
McBrayer stated that he will continue
his "positive campaign, stressing the
issues and will not continually attack
opponents."
The candidate is schedule to be back
in Murray May 16 to meet with workers
at Fisher-Price Toys. His wife will be in
town May 17.

traditionally won the nominations.
Herdman told The Murray Ledger &
Times in a telephone interview Friday
that he agreed with Phillips' opinion
that the resolution establishing the two
wards was improper.
"The dividing offt third class city into
wards has to be done by ordinance,"
Herdman said, "it can't be done by
resolution unless the resolution is
adopted in the form of an ordinance
(approval on two readings at meetings
on separate days)."
Phillips advised the council at its
regular meeting Thursday that in his
opinion "the city has not taken the
necessary steps to divide into two
wards" and that technically the city
has remained only one ward for the
purposes of city council elections.
Phillips' original investigation into
the matter was prompted by the
wording of the resolution which not only
divided the wards with Main Street but
stipulated outer limits at the city limit
boundaries at the time of its adoption.
The resolution had not be amended
since its passage and the question had
been raised as to whether or not city
residents living in areas annexed since
that time were legally included in the
wards.
In one respect, the candidates
already run at large. Each voter,
regardless of the ward in which he or
she lives, may vote for up to six candidates in each ward (a total of 12
votes).
Herdman said that the only way a
change could be made in the ballot after
the filing deadline (which was April 4)
would be by order from the Calloway
County Circuit Court.
"The election commission or the
county clerk have no authority to
change the ballot," Herdman said,
adding that "the best procedure would
be for a candidate or city official to file
a suit prior to the primary asking for a
summary judgment on the issue."
Herdman said that unless legal action
is taken to clarify the matter, in his
opinion the primary would have to be
held under the two-ward set-up since
'they the candidates) have filed a

ASCS Official Reminds
Farmers Of Deadlines'
Two "very important.. dates .for
farmers to remember" were‘pointed
' out today by a spokesman for the
Calloway County ASCS office.
The first date to remember, the
spokesman said, is Tuesday, May 15,
the final day for reporting wheat and
barley, acreages growing on local
farms.
The second date, he added, is July 1,
the final day to lease dark fire-cured
and dark air-cured tobacco.
"Also," the spokesman adfied, If
you have a tobacco allotment and do not
intend to grow your tobacco, please
contact the ASCS office so they they
might assist you in leasing the allotment to someone who is in need of more
tobacco."

workers.

stall Photo bv Matt Sanderi

Special Meeting
Set By City Board
A special session of the Murray
Independent Board of Education has
been scheduled by chairman Don
Henry for 7 p.m. Monday at the board
office building, 9th and Poplar.
The board is scheduled to make a
final decision on a third band director in
int city system at that meeting.
The board held a lengthy executive
(closed to the public) session during its
regular meeting Thursday at which the
band staff was reportedly discussed.
A board decision early in April not to
renew the contract of John Goode, the
most recently hired of the three band
instructors, created a flurry of protests
from supporters of the band program.
It was reported following the closed
session Thursday that the board
discus‘d three alternatives it could
follow but the nature of the alternatives
was not made public.

National Finalist
Lynn Hewitt, a senior elementary education major at Murray State
University from Murray, is one of three finalists for the title of 1979 In- ternational Sweetheart of the Sigma Chi fraternity.
The daughter of Murray State Golf Coach ntid Mrs. Raymond T.(Buddy)
Hewitt, 813 Sharpe Street, she will be competing against finalists from the
University of Minnesota and the University of Alabama, the winner to be
named during the Grand Chapter's Sweetheart Ball July 11 in Indianapolis.
Naming of the new International Sweetheart is a highlight of the six-day
conference. The new International Sweetheart will succeed 1977 International Sweetheart Kim Knight, an Alpha Phi at Oregon State University, and will be chosen earlier in the day by vote of the delegates of the undergraduate chapters in attendance-The three were chosen from more than
150 entrants from Sigma Chi chapters across the country.
A graduate of Murray High School, Miss Hewitt has been the chapter
sweetheart of the Epsilon Tau chapter of Sigma Chi at Murray State for the past two years.

Verdict Against City In
Fish Kill Upheld-ByPtifiel
A $2,308 verdict against the city of
Murray because of a fish kill was
upheld Friday by the Kentucky Court of
Appeals.
The action stemmed from a sewer lift
malfunction which discharged raw
sewage into the Clark's River, killing a
number of fish species in the fall of 1976.

Murray City Bands
To Present 'Evening
Of Music'Monday
The Murray City Bands will• present
an "Evening of Music" at 5:30 p.m.
Monday, May 14, at Ty Holland
Stadium.
Six bands will perform and there will
be a concert every 30 minutes. The
bands will be, in order of performance.
sixth grade band, seventh gradeband.
eighth grade band, high school concert
band, high school symphonic band and
the stage band.
The Booster Club will be selling ice
cream, cake and drinks at the concession stand throughout the evening
Graduating seniors will be honored
In case of rain, the concert will be held
Inside,

School Boards To
Meet With Primoly
Candidates Tuesdcy

HEADQUARTERS OPENS — Democratic gubernatorial Candidate
Terry
McBrayer (left) was in Murray Friday for the official opening of
his campaign
headquarters. McBrayer reviewed his campaign clarified rumors
about attempts to buy other candidates and gave a pep talk to his
campaign

certain way assuming that the city was
two wards."
County Clerk Marvin Harris indicated Friday that the change in the
ballot and voting procedures, if approved by the court, could present a
logistical problem for he and the
election commission. Harris pointed
out that ballots for the election, a little
more than two weeks away, have
already been printed and voting
machines have been set up for two
wards in the city election.
He said the change in the ballot would
present major problems because of the
short length of time between now and
the election.Harris met with the
election board Friday afternoon to
advise the members of the situation.
The deputy attorney general said that
he does not believe current or past
council actions would be affected by the
court ruling if, in fact, it is determined
that the two-ward resolution is invalid.
"The (current and past members of
the council) have been serving under
'color of title'," Herdman said, explaining that past council actions such
as zoning ordinances, etc., would be
upheld under this doctrine even though
the two-ward set-up may have been
technically illegal.
The city council did take action
Thursday night to clarify,the matter for
future elections. The council order
Phillips to drawn an ordinance
establishing one ward in the city and
indicated further study would probably
be given to the matter between now and
the 1981 primary elections.

A joint meeting of thee C,alloway
County and the Murray Inderiendent
boards of education has been scheduled
from 6.:30 ram. Tuesday at the Holidar
Inn in Murray.
The boards are expected to discass
educational issues with candidates for
nomination for First District State
Senator and Fifth District Strite
Representative at the meeting.
Candidates in the Democaaa
Primary for Mate senator are In
cumbent Richard Wiesenberger rind
challenger Forrest .Burrhard, botY
Graves County.
Candidates for the representative
post vacated by the resignation of
Kenny Imes are Freed Curd, Mar.)
Jane Littleton and J. William Phillips

AMER .
ARMY ,RESERVE MONTH — A campaign to increase the strength of
Murray's Company D in the Army Reserve is a result of May being declared
Army Reserve Month. To aid recruitment,"a substation on Center Street has
been set up and members of the company travel to Clinton, Mayfield and
Paducah to promote the Reserves. Pictured outside the Reserve Center are
(from left) Sgt. Walter King, Sgt. Rocky Shapla, Capt. Jerry Munii, Col,
William Moss and Sgt. Ronnie Billington.
Staff Photo ts matt sanders

Army Reserve Opens
Recruiting Substation
In conjuction with May being
"Kentucky's Own 100th Division of the
Army Reserve Month," Murray-based
Company D opened a recruitment
substation oh Center Street May 3.
"The opening of the substations in
these towns is part of an intensified
recruiting campaign," Captain Don
Pavlik, area commander, said. "The
community's response has been
greater than we anticipated; our
strength is on the upswing. The
patriotism of the people of Callovtl,
County has come through for us once
again."
Because of low recruitments, the
Murray company, along with the
Clinton company, have been placed on
probation. The units-could be moved
inta areas more conducive to
recruiting.
According to Sgt. Chuclr Jordan, tt-

Murray company is currently at 78
percent strength.
On Jan. 1, the Army and the Army
Reserve joined in their recruiting% efforts and according to Pavlik, the
merger has been successful.
"Enlistments had already doubled
compared to last year since-the active
Army amd Reserves joined forces,"
Pavlik said. "But, we still have
positions available that must be filled.
for the Reserves to be at an acceptable
strength level."
Jordan stated that the Reserves is
offering an option of $1,500 cash or
$2,000 in education assistance funds for
new enlistments before mid-June
Anyone interested in further information about the Army Reserve
opportunities are urged to contact a
recruiter at the substation or cid]
collect to 442-2949 in Paducah.

A Calloway Circuit Court jury made
the award to the state for the loss of
aquatic life.
The city appealed on eight grounds.
The three-member appellate panel
acknowledged there was no negligence
on the city's part, but commented that
"if the General Assembly had intended
that damages be assessed only when
negligence was established, it could
have said so in the statute, but it did
not."
The panel's opinion said, in part:
"The trial judge was correct in instruction the jury using the language of
KRS 150.460, and otherwise interpreting
the statute to impose strict liability
upon the appelant city.
"There is no question that the appellants' sewage lift station had
malfunctioned and raw sewage was
passing through the discharge valve so
as to pollute the waters of the east fork
. of the Clark's River. . The statute
specifically prohibits such action
without any regard to whether
negligence is the cause. The act itself is
prma facie evidence of the violation of
the law by both the employer and the
employee."
The suit had named former mayor
John E. Scott and members of the
council at the time of the accident —
Lloyd Arnold, H. Ed Chrisman, William.
R. Furches, Ruby Hale, Melvin Henley,
Howard Koenen, Art Lee, C. C. Lowry,
Woodrow Rickman, Hugh T. Rushing,
Buel Stalls, Jr., and Dave Willis — as
defendents in the action.

today''index
One Section — 12 Pages
Classifieds
10. 11
Comics
10
Crossword
10
Dear Abby
3
Dr. Lamb
3
Horoscopes
Liacal Scene
2,3
Opinion Page
4
Outdoor Lore
6,7
Sports
89

light rain
Mostly cloudy today with
periods of light rain. Breezy and
cooler with highs today in the mid
to upper ks Lilt rain ending
tonight and colder with lows near
50. Becoming partly. cloudy and
continued cool Sunday. Highs
Sunday in the mid to upper 60s
The probability of precipitation
is 70 percent today, decreasing to
40 percent tonight.
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Even
. ts Listed For Community Calendar
Saturday, &lay 12
Tri-M Class of South
Pleasant 'Grove United
Methodist Church will have a
potluck at the church.

Saturday, May 12
Saturdas , May 12
Murray State's 56th spring
Bethel United Methodist
graduating exercises will be Church Youth Fellowship will
held at 10 a.m. in the Sports have a Rock-A-Thon from 11
Arena.
a.m. to 7 p.m. at the church.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of The concession stand will be
Beta Sigrna•Phi will have a open all day for the public to
Commissioning ceremonies
yard sale on the corner of attend.
for ROTC, Army Reserves,
North 5th and Chestnut
and National Guard will be in
Streets, starting at 8 a.m.
Oaks Country Club Ladies
Room 228, Stewart Stadium,
Spring
Golf Tournament will
Murray State University, at 8
Gospel singing featuring start at 10 a.m. at the club.
a.M.
The Redemption Aires will be Members should sign up at the
at Locust Grove Church el pro shop or call Grace James.
Regional high school track
Nazarene, located one mile
meet for more than 25 teams
north of Kirksey just off Highin Class AA and AAA will
continue today at Stewart way 299, at 7 p.m.
Saturday,May 12
Stadium, Murray State
Murray High Athletic
University.
Close out sale of vegetable
plants will be at the Senior Booster Club will mann the
Exploring "C" Cookout of Citizens Greenhouse, 1620 coainters at Burger • Queen
the Memorial Baptist Church West ?gain, starting at 8:30 from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. with
will be at 10 a.m. at the City- a.m. Flower plants will also be proceeds of the day's sales to
go to the booster club.
County Park.
sold.

Sunday, May 13

Sunday, May 13

Annual Woman's Day will
be held at the Free Will
Baptist Church with Mrs
Arnetta Henry as speaker at 3
p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Shannon Ellis
will be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
receptio at the Community
Room of
North Branch,
Peoples
,frorn 2 to 4 p.m.
The family requests that
guests not b
gifts.

Road block for Amy Ruth
Jones by the MurrayCalloway County Jaycees will
be at 12th and Sycamore and
16th and Main from 11 a.m. to
4 p.m.

Mr. and Mr Ovie T. Lee
will be honored on their 40th
wedding a nniv •
with a
reception at the immunity
Room of Murra
ederal
Savings and Loan,
enth
and Main Streets, from 2
p.m. The family requests tha
guests not bring gifts.

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include slide
presentation on Wildflowers of
LBL at 2 p.m. and walk with
naturalist for Wildflower
Search at 3 p.m., both at
Center Station, and Western
Rivers Workshop at Brandon
Spring Group Camp.

Monday, May 14
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.

State Chairman, Mrs. Billington, Is

Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of Lavene
Carter at 1 p.m.

HOSPITAL NEWS

Tucker & Henson
Wedding Plann-04

4-29-79
No Newborn Admissions
Dismissals
Mrs. Barbara J. Thompson
and Baby Boy, 809 N. 17th,
Murray, Mrs. Sandra Moore
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Hazel Jones, Rt. 1,
Benton, Linda J. Hicks, Rt. 4,
Murray, Tanuni J. Bogard,
Rt. 3, Bx. 387, Murray, Mrs.
Cheryl L. Edwards, Rt. 5 El:.
127, Murray, Mrs. Shirley J.
Cook, Rt. 6 Bx. 51A, Murray,
James L. Baker, 1300 Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Verona M.
Grogan, 805 Doran Rd.,
Mu,rray, Mrs. Gloria P.
Cunningham, 1613 Sunset,
Murray, Mrs. Janet M.
Marvin, Rt. 1 Bx. 187, Dexter,
elinda Wild, Rt. 1, Syma, Jeffery D. McKendree,
Rt.. 1,
n, Jake Niccurn,
Rt. 5 Bx. 475, urray, Mrs.
Alice M. Allman, t. 2 Bx. 315,
Murray, Mrs. Ruth M.
Chambers, 90 Poplar,
Murray; James H.Shelton,312
N. 5th, Murray, William P.
Dunaway, Rt. 3 Bx. 78, teiverl-Tenn., James B. Brown, 318
Woodla wn, Murray.

Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian Church 4-30-79
No Newborn'Admissions
Women will meet at the home
Dismissals
of Be* Robertson for a
Justin Midyett, Rt. 4,
potluck
and
worktime.
Music; Sue Spann, Sigma;
Bardwell, Mrs. Linda M.
Maxine Scott, Theta; Barbara
Seavers,
Rt. 1 Bx. 132,
Rob
Pennington,
Ph.D. will
Erwin and Rebecca Irvan,
Murray, Mrs. Edna Miller,
present
an
inroductory
Zeta.
1621 Martins Chapel Rd.
Bonnie Jones, president, preview of Inner Light ConMurray, Mrs. Evon E. Wilson,
presided, and Clarice Spark- -sciousness, a guided exRt. 8 Bx. 20, Murray, Mrs.
perience
in
spiritual
evolution,
man led the invocation and the
Maida G. Turner, 1306
at 7:30 p.m. For information
pledge to the flag.
Sycamore, Murray. Mrs.
call
753-8842.
Clean Up Day
Gladys I. Bates, New Concord,
Announcement was made of
James Huie, 1613 Dodson,
the Clean Up Day scheduled
Parents Anonymous will Murray, Mrs. Imogene
for all club members at the meet at 7:15 pin. For inMcClure, 517 Broad, Murray,
club house on Tuesday, May formation call 759-1792 or 753*Charles M. Baker, 1207
n, at 9:30 a.m. with Janet 9261.
Crestwood, Murray, Wallace
Ward. civic. chairman, in
G. McMillin, 1617 Catalina
charge Of arrangements.
Singles Unlimited will meet
Dr., Murray, Ronald D.
Members should
bring at 7.:30 p.rn, at the socialshall
Hutchins, P.O. Bx. 693,
cleaning
cloths, rakes,._ ...of the First United Methodist
Mayfield, Mrs. Eula M.
cleaner, etc., for work on that Church. This is for all single
Armstrong, 1654 Calloway,
day.
adults over 18 years of age.
LattieMurray,
Mrs.
Lois Keller, legislativet
Furgerson, 703 S. 16th,
chairman, presented for the
Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of
Murray.
second general meeting the First United Methodist
proposed changes in the club Church will meet at the
constitution which were church at 7 p.m.
IPITS F OR
adopted by the club membership.
Sigma Department of
OPAEOWNER.S
Memorial Service
Murray Woman's Club will
Prior to the meeting a meet at the club house at 7:30
special memorial service for p.m. with program by Jean
HANDLING POWER
members of the Murray Club, McClure and Debbie Willianw
TOOLS SAFELY
who have died during the past of Shirley Florist.
Safely taking your power
year was conducted by Clara
mower out. of cold storage
Humphrey, past president of
Murray-Calloway Count; and preparing it far the work
the Murray Club. The Community Theatre Board of of a new season calls for a
Members were Ophelia Directors is scheduled to meet seasoned approach outlined
by experts at the Outdoor
Swann, Mat* Tolley, Ruby at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
Power Equipment Institute
Simpson,and Idelle Bailey.
County Public Library.
Mrs. Humphrey, who was
hazel Community Center
personally -acquainted with all
of the deceased members, will open at 11 a.m. for acgave ,an especially moving tivities by the Hazel Senior'
memorial service in .-,their Citizens. Lunch will be served
honor, a club spokesman said. at 11:45 a.m.
A rose bush, given by the Zeta
Monday, May 14
Department )ri
special
1. Take the mower to an
Martin's Chapel United
memory of Mrs. Bailey,a Zeta
authorized, service dealer for
Methodist
Men
will
meet
at
member, and also in honor of
inspection unlelie
. you had it
the other members, will be the church at 7 p.m.
serviced in the fall.
2. See that the spark plug
planted in the back yard of the
Tuesday. May 15
is cleaned and, if 'necessary,
club house at a later date.
Senior Adult Fellowship of
replaced while the engine is
A social hour was held with
off.
First Baptist Church will haVe
coffee and cake being sen,•ed
3. Make sure the carburea potluck luncheon at 12 noon by members of the Alpha and
tor and air filter are clean.
the Fellowship Hall. The
at
Delta Departments of the
4. Change crankcase oil'
Rev. G. T. Moody will show
and fill the fuel tank with
club. Special arrangements of
slides on his Guatemalan trip
garden flowers were used on
later.
5. Any metal parts that are
the speaker's table and also on
scratched or rusted should be
the refreshment table.
Ladies of the Immanuel cleaned of rust and repainted.
Lutheran Church will have a First, apply a priming coat of
salad luncheon at the church red lead, then two coats of
exterior paint.
at 11:30 a.m. with Emma Sue
6. Make sure you reread
Hutson as the guest speaker.
the owner's manual for inCRABTRE BOY
structions you may have
Mr. kid Mrs. Steven
Murray Optimist Club will missed or forgotten. Learn
Crabtree of Hazel Route 2 are
where all controls are and
the parents of a baby tee . meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston review all safety precautions.
Party.
Tea
Jason Paul, weighing seven
FollOwing these suggestions
can get you off to a safe start.
pounds six ounces, measuring
Coles Camp Ground United
1934 inches, born on WedMethodist Church Women will
nesday, April 11, at the
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Dexter senior Citizens will
Grandparents are Mrs
meet at the Dexter Center at
Myra Crabtree-and the late
lautn.
George Raymond Crabtree of
People have believed that
Murray and Mr. and .Mrs
can only be found
Ellis._.Center will be open, ,diamonds
,
James • Tucker -of • -Kirksey 'TrOtn 10 a.m. to 3 pan. -for .--rtfrght- •
Route L Great grandmothers
activities by the Murray
are Mrs. C. B. Tucker of
Senior Citizens. For inKirksey Route 1 and Mrs. Rue formation
call 753-0929.
Nix of Murray.

a

Speaker, Meet, Murray Woman's Club
Peggy Billington, pressbook
chairman of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Club,
was the featured speaker' at
the general meeting of the
Murray Woman's Club held
Monday, May 7, at 7 p.m. at
the club house.
• Mrs.
Billington
used
"Circumstances.
Attitude,
and Action'',as the subject for
her discussion. She is a past
president of the Murray
Woman's Club and is now
serving as chairman of the

Advisory Council being in
charge of arrangements and
repairs for the club house.
Cecelia Brock, first vice
president, introduced Mrs.
Billington, and also Betty
Lowry, past president of the
Kentucky Federation of
Women's
Clubs,
past
president of the Murray
Woman's Club, and currently
chairman of the Music
Department of the Murray
Club, who installed *f.he officers for the 1979-80 club year.
Installed as officers for
another year, all reelected,

were Bonnie Jones, president;
Cecelia; Brock, first vice
president; Oneida Boyd,
second vice president; Ruth
Wilson, recording secretary;
Dorothy
McKenzie,
corresponding secretary;
Helen Kline, treasurer.
Serving as department
chairmen for 1979-80 will be
Marjorie Major. Alpha; Ginny
Crihfield, Creative Arts;
.Clarice Sparkman, Delta;
Mattie Graves, Garden; Betty
Boston, Home; Ann Thompson, Kappa; Ann Uddberg,

NEW OFFICERS of the Murray Woman's Club were installed by Betty Lowry, third
from left, atthe general meeting held May 7 at the dub house. Special speaker was
Peggy Bilhngton, second from left, pressbook chairman for Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs. Others pictured, left to right, were Dorothy McKenzie, Helen Kline,
Bonnie Jones, Oneida Boyd, Cecelia Brock, and Ruth Wilson

Miss Janet Gail Tucker
and Jeffery Wayne Henson
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Tucker of Kirksey announce the
engagemenLand. approaching marriage of their daughter,
Janet Gail, to Jeffery Wayne Henson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
pa ul Wayne Henson of Benton.
Miss Tucker is the granddaughter of Mrs. Hettie Charlton
of Murray and the late B. B. Charlton, and of Mrs. Emma I,u
Tucker of Kirksey and the late C. B. Tucker. A 1978 graduate
of CallowaY• County High School, she is a sophomore at
Murray State University and is employed in the Alurnui
Office on campus.
Mr. Henson is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Lury
Castleberry and of Mr. and Mrs. Edmon Henson, all of
Benton. He is a 1977 graduate of Marshall County High School
and is presently employed 'by the Kentucky Division of
Forestry at Gilbertsville.
.
The wedding vows will be read on Saturday, June 16, at 2
p.m. at the Mt. Carmel United Methodist Church, located
north of Kirksey, with the Rev. Roy Gibson officiating. A
reception will follow at the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

C arepleaseil to announce that Millie
Elkin .5. bride-elect of
Tern Boggess has selec- tett her pottOry and
crystal- from our complete bridalregistry.
Millie and Tern will
be married June . 30,
1079.
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SERVING AS chairmen of 'the various departments okthe Murray Woman's Club of
1979-80 who were installed at the 'May 7th meeting were, left to right, Marjorie Maio:,
Alpha, Martha Enix standing for Maxine Scott Thetit Barbara Irwin-, Zeta, Mattie
Graves, Garden, Rebecca Irvan, Zeta, Betty Boston, Garden, Ginny Crihfield, Creative
Arts, Clarke Sparkman, Delta, Ann Thompson, Kappa, and Sue Spann, Sigma, Not pictured is Ann Uddberg, Music.

Did You Miss Any Last Week?
You've Got Another Chance To See Them!
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WILKINSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. George L
Wilkinson III, 1803 Westwood
Drive, Murray, announce the
birth of a baby girl, Ern,
Nicole, weighing seven pounds
even ounces, measuring 2n
inches, born on- Tuesday, Ma
1, at 1:43 p.m. at the Murrii Calloway County Hospital.
They have one son
Christopher Noel, 6, and
another daughter. Hilla
Quinn, 3. The -father is oi
active duty witbothe U. S
Navy as a student at Murra
State University, and thl.
mother is also a student at
MSU.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. George Wilkinson of
Charlotte, N. C., and Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin C. Eichbrecht of
Austin, Ark.

Hazel Community Center
will open at 11 .a.m. for activities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens with lunch at 11:45
a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Music Department of
Murray Woman's 'Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m.'ast the club
house.

KENTUCKY'S
. newest tennis center
at kenlake State Resort Park,
Tuesday, May 15, 1979, at 2 00 1-) tndedication at the center
reception following at the Pro Shop
kovy tennis levers can enioy the game year rounill
Four indoor courts (year-round climate control)
,F,our outdoor courts
Exhibition courts with spectator seating
,Night lighted courts
Pro Shop
Cornet bring the family to KENLAKE STATE RESORT PARK
Tuesday
,.
_ May 15, 2:00 p.m.

FOUR SEASONS NURSERY
HWY 641 - ALMO, KY.
SPECIALS
GERANIUMS
TOMATO and PEPPER Phmts
Also

Beautiful Hanging Baskets
Bedding Plows Ornarnernal and Shade Trees-shrubefreit trees.

Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Realth Ce,nter at 7 p.m.

Concrete Products-Flower Boxes, fountains, Bird Baths, Stepping Stones.

Kirksey,'pH -Club will have
tryOuls for boys for baseball
and for girls for softball at 6
p.m. at the ball field. Persons
may sign up at this time.

Open:
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

5-1-79
Newborn Admissions
Wilkinson, Baby
Girl
Melanie, 1803 West Wood,
Murray, Vire, Baby Girl
Dinah , 504 N. 7th, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Betty E. Johnson, Rt. 3
Si. 2132M9A, Murray, Mrs.
Wanda J. Clendenen, RI. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Pamela J.
Beecham, Rt. 3 Bx. 130, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. June 0. Ladd, 1206
S. 16th, Murray, Mrs. Shirley
Bragg, Rt. 9 Bx. 151A, Benton,
Quinton P. Baucum, Rt. 2 Bx.
30, Paris, Tenn., Eric R.
;lass, Rt. 1 Buchanan, Tenn.,
Mrs. Peggy Warner,418S. 9th,
Murray, Mrs. Lavinia M.
Snyder, 410 N. Brewer, Paris,
Tenn., James T. Nance, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Shirley
J. Shields, Millington, in.,
David T. Dice, Bx. 5470 Hart
Hall, Murray, Mrs. Joyce
Parker and Baby Girl, Rt. 3 •
Bx. 111, Benton, John C.
Webb, 628 Bokin St. Paris,
Term., Mrs. Peggy J. Hook,
1704 Parklane, Murray,
Joseph J. Venice, Rt. 5 Bx.
694K, Murray, Mrs. Ina Boyd,
1609 Loch Lomond, Murray,
Marcus G. Richardson, 407 S
8th, Murray, Mrs. Modest
Jeffery, 1607 W. Main,
Murray, Mrs. Nonnie L.
Gordon, Bx. 34, Dexter, Mrs.
Lottie E. Denham, Bx. 405,
Hazel.

Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,
MAY 13, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

Mother
'
s Day

HOSPITAL NEWS_

Tribute To

yourelf in practicalities to the
detriment of your sensitivity
and artistic sensibility. You'd
make a fine writer, especially
of gothic romances. Birthdate
of: Clive Barnes, drama
critic; Daphne du Maurier,
author.
FOR MONDAY,
MAY 14, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be?To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

ARIES
dr
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Mothers Anonymous
Uncertainty about a travel
or school plan leads to much
GETS COMMENDATION MEDAL - Capt. David
discussion with others, but it
By, Abigail Van Buren
S. Carr, an assistant professor of
may be much ado about
military science at Murray State University since
Chtcago T,otoune N S Neves Sync] Inc
May, 1975, has been presented with
nothing by day's end.
the Army Commendation Medal for exceptional
DEAR ABBY: I hope you will use my letter on Mother's
meritorious service during his 4-year
TAURUS
Day as a tribute to all those brave, unselfish mothers who
tour of duty with the Murray State Reserve
ARIES
Officer
s Training Corps program. PresenApr.
t
gave up their babies.
May
to
20
20)
.
ting the medal is It. Col, Randall Routt, chairm
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
an of the Department of Military Science
I am a new mother whose heart is overflowing with
Be wary of financial
at the university. Carr, who lives with his wife, the
Both present and future
former Donna Morgan of Paducah,
gratitude to a 15-year old girl I have never .seen. I underplanning now. You could
and their two children at 1710 Plainview Drive,
prospec
ts
look
good.
You're
stand that she is a beautiful, intelligent person who became
has been assigned to the 2nd Infantry
easily be duped or make a
Division in Korea for one year, after which he
pregnant accidentally and decided on her own that her baby
mistake in judgment. Trust able to handle routine efwill be assigned to ft. Campbell. He earned both his bachelor and master's degrees at
should have a better life than she was able to provide for it,
intuition, though, in the late fectively and also to make
Murray State.
long range plans with conso she put it up for adoption.
p.m.
fidence
As soon as our son is able to understand, I shall tell him
.
GEMINI
• about his -real"
TAURUS
mother and what a courageous person she
(May 21 to June 20)
is.
(Apr.
20 to May 20)
Seeking the advice of too
In the meantime, I pray daily for her well-being and good
You'll take few into your
many
people
could
add
your
to
fortune.
confusion. Wait for another confidence now, but are able
Sign me...
time before reaching a con- to accomplish much behindBLESSED IN NEW JERSEY
A
private
clusion about partnerships. the-scenes.
romanti
c
meeting
goes well.
CANCER
DEAR BLESSED: Thank you for an appropriate letter
GEMINI
(June 21 to July 22)
for Mother's Day. I agree that giving up a child for its own
( May 21 to June 20)
If things go wrong now, it
good is the ultimate in unselfishness. God bless those
Partnership matters are
could be that you're physically
mothers who did.
under par. Set a time limit highlighted. Attending a party
DEAR ABBY: I am an I I-year-old boy with a problem. My
when it comes to helping a together proves fun and you're
also able to come up with a
father died so long ago I don't even remember him, but Mom
friend with a project.
solution to a domestic
has a man living here at our house. He has been living here
LEO
problem.
for about a year. Most all my friends know that my Mom is a
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
CANCE
R
widow, but what do I say when someone asks whose car is
If you have to try that hard
5-2-79
)June 21 to July 22) (
parked in our garage.
C
)
to have fun maybe it's not
Relatio
Newborn Admissions
ns
with
co-work
NO ANSWER IN ELGIN
ers
worth the effort In any case,
and superiors are both
Ramey, Baby Boy (Lisa,
it's
and
up
and
down
time
re
DEAR NO ANSWER: Don't lie._ Tell them the car
congenial and productive.
Rt. 2 Bx. 357, Murray, Sorrow,
pleasures.
belongs to a friend of your mother's. It does, and he is.
Friend
s
are
Baby
helpful
Boy (Vicki), 811 Broad,
and
VIRGO
serious talks with them are
Murray, Bogard, Baby Boy
Aug.
(
23
Sept.
to
22)
DEAR ABBY: My husband is- a physician who has just
(Susan), Rt. 6 Bx. 186C,
Don't waste too much time favored.
passed his 50th`birthday.
,LEO
Murray.
looking for misplaced items or
He tells all his male patients who reach 50 to slow down. If
OUTSTANDING CADET - Cadet Stanford R. Routt,
a pre-civil engineering student at
Dismissals
rearranging your files. One I July 23 to Aug. 22) /2fiC7they smoke, he orders theMtv-quit. but HE's a three-pack-aA confidant has a helpful Murray State University, recently received the Superior Cadet
Mrs. Patsy G. Elkins, Rt. 1,
confusion seems to lead to
day man.
Award for a first-year
financial tip or advice. cadet during the corps' annual Presidential Review
Puryear, Term., Mrs. Lucy G.
He puts alhhis overweight patients on diets, but HE is
another.'
. Making the presentation is Maj.
Leisure time activities are Bruce Thomacof Murray and the S-3 officer
considerably overweight himself and can't stay on a diet for
Quertermous, 1606 Main,
LIBRA
with the 1st Battalion, 123 Armor, Kentucky
romantic and fulfilling. Af- National Guard. Cadet Routt
two days. He insists that daily exercise is a MUST, but HE
Murray, Mrs. Jeanette
is the sort of It. Col. and Mrs. Randall Rouff, and his father
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)°--0--r1
fairs at a distance prosper.
doesn't exercise at all.
is chairman of the Department of Military Science at
Misunderstandings
Russell, Rt. 1 Wickliffe,
are VIRGO
the
universi
ty.
He says that an annual vacation is essential to good
likely. Chances are it wW take
Elishia D. Smith, lit. 1,
health, but HE hasn't had a vacation in six years. And this
more than one phone call to ( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Kirksey, Mrs. Maybelle
You're able to get financial
will floor you: lit wants all his patients to have a complete
arrange meetings or to
Jones, Bx. 651, Murray, Paul
physical checkup every year. but HE hasn't had one fat 10
backing ,f or home imstraighten out mistakes.
J.
Maudru, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
years!
provement projects and also
Jennifer G. Woodall, Rt. 1 Bx.
SCORPIO
What's wrong with him, and how can-I get through to
to see your way clearly
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
255, Dexter, Thomas D.
him?
regarding present responWhen shopping beware of sibilities.
Lovett, Rt. 3 Bx. 251, Murray,
DOCTOR'S WIFE
faulty items, mistakes in LIBRA
Thomas
C. Sawyers, Rt. 1,
- Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR WIFE. He's human. He finds advice much easier
change, and the like. A lot of Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 4.r
Hardin, Mrs. Kitty Cope, Bz.
:
to give than to take. You can get through to him Imaybe) by
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am things
small things seem difficult to
96, Hardin, Mrs. Kathy L.
A time to act on your
can be done to
EPILEPSY ISN'T just
the unfortunate sufferer of relieve that
insisting that HE consult a colleague for a checkup. If he
handle right now.
this difficult probClark and Baby Boy, 1003
feeling
s.
Communications trigeminal neuralgia.
omethi
ng
refuses, ask him to keep paying those life insurance
you
inherit
. A Olive,
I have lem. The nerve fibers apSAGITTARIUS
with loved ones are favored. • had it for three years
Murray, Mrs. Candy
large
number
of
premiums, se that you and your next husband can retire in
new cases
now pear to be trapped between
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
occur each year secondary Webb and Baby Girl, 301
You seem sure of yourself ad since I was 75.
comfort. .
two
arterie
s.
These arteries to head injuries, as
Do-it-your-sellers, beware know how to please
in auto- College Ct., Murray, Mrs.
others.
DEAR ABBY: Since I read so much about mother
of errors in judgment. Despite
I take medicine for relief become hardened as you get mobile accidents. Readers Linda L Morris,
can't -g'et'-their teenagers to keep their rooms pickeds who.
Rt. 1 Bx. 234,
older
and beat against each who want to
but the drug seems to be
your efforts to make a good SCORPIO
up, I
learn the truth Kirksey,
must share this amusing incident with you:
other
Edwar
with
each
d
(Oct.
heartbe
K.
23
to
at.
Nov.
losing
21)
about
its potency. What"
epilepsy can send 50
impression, you may feel that
My frionie is always neat - with the excealon of
Harmony at work increases triggers this condition? I'm They work on the entrapped cents with a long, stamped, McCallon,;-1600A, Ridgewood,
my
you
haven't
.
Cool
it.
15-yeti-old daughter's bedroom, which is a
output. Financial affairs are told there's no cure and that nerve fibers much like the self-addressed envelope for Murray, Mrs. Frances E.
disaster.
CAPRICORN
Drawers open, clothes thrown everywhere, bed
on
the upswing. A mate or the culprit is the fifth nerve two blades of a pair of The Health Letter number Beach, 405 Elm, Murray, Mrs.
unmade
.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) ld
etc.
close ally comes up with a and if you take it out, the scissors. It's the hammer, 10-8, Epilepsy: You Can Willie K. Guinn, Rt. 2,
You
may
want to spend
I fussed, khreatened..ounished, but to no avail.
face will be deformed per- hammer, pinch, pinch of the Have It Too. Send your re- Buchanan,
Tenn., Birchel
some time by yourself good suggestion.
,just gave up and kept- her bedroom door closed so Finally, I
manently. Please give me nerve fibers that irritate quest to Dr. Lamb,in care of
I wouldn't
SAGM'
ARIUS
working on a creative project,
your opinion and also if the them to the point that they this newspaper, P.O. Box Chandler, 705 Pine, Benton,
have to look at the mess.
though interruptions could ( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) e> medicines I'm taking will be become painful and sensi- 1551, Radio City Station, Fred A. Stone (expired), 814
Last week our house was robbed. For some
strange
Both work and play are harmful.
Sha Wa Circle, Murray
New York, NY 10019.
reason, the burglars took only the television sets
tive.
cause your mind to wander.
ittid
favored. Superiors are
cameras. The police came out to investigate. They
AQUAR
IUS
The latest approach has
DEAR READER - Triaskeil
receptive to your suggestions
-1-e-iteeempoey-t-hem-w-hile-they--c-heeked-overy. coom...i me
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
geminal neuralgia is also been to surgically lift the
n_the
and
loved
impress
ones
house to find out if anything else was missing.
are
ed
-Fhb-ugh there Ls much solcal
"iAtifb‘
known as _tic. douloureux. arteries away from the
"I .416444
When they opened the door to my daughter's
activity, your feelings are b/ your personality.
This term refers to sudden nerve and actually put in a
bedroo
m,
one gasped: "Good grief - they certainly
1,4
attacks of severe pain. The little padding•with synthetic
ransacked, THIS .liable to run the gamut of CAPRICORN
room!"
pain can be so severe that a .material to cushion the
It i ii it/i pl,q1.,“ 1,7114:
emotions, from bored to en- (Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 YJ
I calmly replied, "No. It always looks like tbis.7
An excellent time to voice person literally feels nerve from the beating of
tertained to bored again.
announce that Connie
the.art
eries.
Your opinion about a difficult knocked to the floor. The
ROCKFORD MOTHER
PISCES
Curd. bride'elect
situation. You'll come up with lancinating sharp pains ex( Feb, 19 to Mar. 20 )
Do you wish you had more
I do not know whether
Darid Beane. has wlectend
usually
friends? For the secret of
into
the
jaw.
popularity. get Abby's new booklet
either of these operative proWorking on a career project a winning solution -and im- They may be precipitated
her small appliances
led
.
:
"How
by
To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too
turns into an all-day affair. press others with your logic. brushing teeth, touching or cedures could be used sucOW." Seed 91 with a leas,
our complete bridal
rom
f
cessful
AQUAR
ly in your case, but I
IUS
self-addressed, stamped 128 cents/
You have many irons in the
any number of different mi- registry.
do
want
you
to
know
that
(Jan.
Lasky Drive,'overly Bills, Calif. envelope to Abby, 132
20
to
Feb.
18)
nor
stimuli
fire,
but perhaps no dPfinitP
.
90212.
there.,are things that can be
ii '
Connie and flat idi-fo
1/
Make party arrangements. _
results.
it he married June 29.11 ,
Get in touch with friends. A Some cases can be man- used for people to provide
relief.from this very 'difficult
YOU BORN TODAY are parent or superior may aged with medicines but problem. Perhaps you
even
provid
the
e
most
effecti
advice
or
useful
ve should see a neurologist, a
practical and imaginative, but
fie are pleased to ansometimes have difficulty in financial backing. Consolidate medicines don't work in all specialist in nerve disorcases.
ders, and he could give you
reconciling these qualities. gains.
nounce that Barbie Keel.
some specific.advice as to
Often you're attracted to PISCES
bride-elect of ftannv
S. 12th
The disorder is caused
)(C
(
Feb.
19
to
Mar.
20)
busines
ses
allied
to the arts,
Osbron has selected her
through some abnormality what could be done to give
ilhaV
Serious discussions with in the
such as antiques or interior
4WISa4Ratklac
you sortie relief.
sensor
pottery and crystal from
partners and close allies work supply the y nerves that
design.
It
is
importa
nt
that
head and face
our complete bridal
you like your work - other- out well. Career and financial area, which as you've said
registry.
matter
favored.
s
are
are
also
wise, you'll procrastinate,
from the fifth nerve.
Barbie and [Man
Cutting these nerves will
despite your ability to work Capitalize on opportunity.
cause problems such as
ol"R MOTHER'S I),AY
will be married June it.
hard. In business, you're a
SI'NDAY NlAY Li
YOU BORN TODAY are numbness or even paralysis.
I9 0).
good manager and can also
For that reason newer techsucceed in politics. Don't bury adventurous but desirous of niques
have been directed
security. Somewhat opportunistic, you're lucky and toward isolating the pain
fibers
the nerve and delikely, after much ex- stroyinin
g those electrically.
perimentation, to gravitate lo This has been very success
your proper niche. More ful in many patients and the
mental than the typical. most modern techniques
Taurean, you have a talent for usually do not leave any
Luther May, pastor. of .the
research and science...,Other significant residual such as
Murray
Seventh
Day
fields in which you'll finu muscle paralysis or numbAdventist Church, was the
happiness include law, the ness.
AGED COUNTRY HAM
guest speaker at the April
stage, and brokerage. In
The procedure involves inmeeting of the Russell's
business, you can sell your serting a fine needle into the
SALE
Chapel United Methodist
product and would be a suc- various branches of the
Church Women held at the
cessful merchant. Your best nerve during surgery. By
church.
success comes when you the patient's response the
strive to be original. Then, you pain fibers are separated
The speaker had as his
stand out from the crowd and from the fibers for other
topic,"Easter."
make an original contribution functions. The goal is to
Edith MtKinzie read a
to mankind's progress. Bir- destroy only the pat., fibers
hyNop, "He Lives" for the
thdate of: Bobby Darin, and not damage the fibers
devotional comments. Lora
Reg. Price $1.89
for other functions.
singer
; Bradford Dillman,
Wilkinson led the opening
More recently another
actor.
prayer.'
procedure ha40een added to
_
Refreshments were served
Sale Price $169by Lora Wilkinson and Ethel
Walker, hostesses, to Toni
Hopson, Dorothy Sobieski,'
fi
*BitirS
r
Helen Hanchek, Cecilia
REFINISHING & COW BUILT FURNITURE • Noonan, Edith McKinzie,
Custom Built Fur no t urn
Helen Hodges, Roxie Jones,
107 N. 3rd Street
Refinish/nog Repairs
and Shirley Garland, merriz,
Murray, Ky.
c)i,d gross tfordwore
hers, Adrea Keller, Delorus
Also
Rudy, Flora Ford, and Bro.
Hours:
c„,16,„,8,,,itgflrhen cabinets or,
May,guests.
7 A.M. to 5 P.M. Wookodays
SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Give Your Old Cotynets a New Fore
The UMW will meet MonTearing
Withou
t
Them
day,
Out
May 14, at 1 p.m. at the
7 A.M. to 12 P.M. Sat.
Bel Air Shopping Center
esi-asi7
4mimiuslik
home of Lavene Carter.
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Washington Today

By WALTER R. MEALS
AP Special Correspondent

Today
In History

5tYLITZegaiv

Dole Distributes
Thorns To Rivals

Noce,*
a4wrs
-

.14
Today is Saturday, May 12, the 132nd
day of 1979. There are 233 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1849, the Berlin
Blockade ended as the Soviets announced the reopening of East German
land routes that had been closed 328
days earlier in a vain attempt to isolate
West Berlin.
On this date:
In 1774, the Boston Committee of
Correspondence proposed that the
American colonies suspend trade with
Britain.

40

on rival Republican candidates.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. Bob
"I think I'm about the right age," he
Dole figures he's graduated from the
said. "I'm here where the action is."
briar patch — but he's brought along
Dole is 55 and a senator. Ronald
some thorns to distribute among his
Reagan is 68 and a former governor.
rivals for the 1980 Republican
Age is a factor, Dole said, adding
presidential nomination.
quickly that he isn't going to raise it as
Dole played the political tough guy as
an issue.
the GOP candidate for vice president in
Then there's John B. Connally."He is
1976. He said President Gerald R. Ford
a short-term Republican," observed
assigned him that role.
Dole. Connally was a Democrat until
So while Ford campaigned from the
1973.
White House, Dole was the man on the
"I don't intend to make an issue of
road for the Republican ticket, camit," Dole said. "I like Connally and
paigning head-on against the
(George) Bush and Baker and the rest
Democrats as "the point man, the
of them."
lightning rod." He handled the hard
Baker is Howard H. Jr., the Senate
line, in a sarcastic style that sometimes
drew
minority leader. "I don't shrink from
complaints
even
from
talking about the Panama Canal treaty
Republicans.
Just because Howard Baker voted for
"It was my role to take the heat —
it," said Dole, thus offering both a
that's why I was on the ticket," he said
disclaimer and a reminder that Baker
after the 1976 election. "That's the hand
supported the treaty to relinquish U.S.
I was dealt and I played it the best I
control of the canal. That's still a sore
could."
C00.07
point with GOP conservatives.
This time, it is Dole's campaign. He is
That's relatively mild stuff. But then,
heading home to Russell, Kan., Monday
P0•472 STRUGGLE
it's only 1979.
to say that, yes, he is running for
president in 1980.
Dole says his experience, comBy JOHN CUNNIFF
petence and energy will set him apart
AP Business Analyst
from others in what probably will be a
10-man field. Of course, the others all
say about the same thing for 'themselves.
They also say they are going to
campaign positively, erhphasizing their
own qualifications and not trying to cut
up other Republicans. That is
Jay Richey, senior at Murray
customary, almost obligatory, in the
University School, was selected as Mr.
months before the direct competition
hoary building codes, harassment of
NEW YORK (AP)
Future Business Leader of America Qj
The main obbegins.
developers through duplicative reviews
stacle to a person acquiring his or her
Kentucky at the annual convention held
Dole says that his vice-presidential
and needless paperwork...
own home isn't the $52,000 median price
May 8 to 10 in LouisyWe. He is the son of
campaign is an asset because of the
Regulations that stifle production of' Mrs. Frances Richey, and will compete
or the 20 percent down payment or the
recognition it brought. He also says his
housing add 20 percent to costs, said
10.5 percent mortgage rate, said the
in the national contest at Dallas, Texas,
candidacy strengthened the Ford
Hovde. He did not say how he arrived at
real estate man.
June 15-17.
ticket, although his critics ailthat figure, but building suppliers and
agree.
He conceded these to be formidable
Deborah Mabry and Darlene Stuart,
This time, Dole says, his campaign
contractors sometimes have cited
challenges, especially to the first-time
semos at Murray High School, have
will be better organized and, "We'll be
comparable estimates.
buyer. But what worries him more,
been awarded drama scholarships of
setting the tone, I'll be the candidate."
This, he continues, puts housing
Donald Hovde indicated, was
$150 each at Murray State University.
He said the tone will be positive, but
beyond the ability of many families,
America's "pervasive anti-housing
Deaths reported include Mrs. Marion
he obviously hasn't forgotten what he , 'philosophy."
and forces other families to rely on two
learned in the political briar patch.
paychecks to meet payments, which
America against home ownership?
Dole was a tough, sardonic campaigner
sometimes consume more than 35
How could it be? Between 1940 and 1960,
long before Ford picked him for the 1976
percent of total income.
the percentage of owner-occupied
ticket.
As viewed by Hovde, a developer, the
homes rose to 61.9 percent from 43.6
Elected as officers of the Murray
Just _ for .openers- in a half-hour
situation is a national danger As
percent. By 1975, it reached 64.6 perLions
Club for the coming year were
conversation Dole had some thoughts
viewed by many of the 700,000 Realtors,
cent. It's probably 67 percent now.
Joe Pat James, Robert Hendon, C. C.
it's a situation that lowers their inCould Donald Hovde be correct? He
Lcwry, Bethel Richardson, James
comes, made op mainly of commissions
has credentials. Hovde, a Madison,
Rogers, Rob Ray, G. T. Lilly, Rue
on sales.
Wis., investor, is president this year of
Overbey, Buist Scott, and James
But in the view of those who own
the National Association of Realtors,
Blalock.
America's
America's
largest
55 million single-fam:ly
business
Deaths reported ainclude David Lee
organization.
dwellings, valued at $2.2 trillion or
Pechall, 70.
about one-fourth the entire wealth of
He seems to have some evidence too.
Serving as officers of Chapter 50 of
the nation, the picture assiunes a difEven before taking office, Hovde was
the Disabled American Veterans are
ferent hue and pattern.
red hot about restrictions thrown in the
Woodrow Hicks, Bryant McClure,
To them, new housing often means a
way of homebuilding. Ordinances,
regulations, limitations — imposed by
strain on water and sewer capacity.
and on schools and other municdpal
those who already own.
properties. A town's environment can
"It's pervasive," he says. "It runs
By Robert F.Stephens
be permanently changed, with traffic
through all levels of government." And
Attorney General
A dedication service for the Sunday
then this blast: "There is selfishness
replacing pastoral beauty.'
These days almost everyone owns a
School
building of 10 rooms just comtoday in towns and communities that
Whatever the changes, say existing
hand-held hair dryer. When the news
pleted along with the remodeling of the
say 'build elsewhere."
homeowners, they often mean higher
came out that many models contained
choir and rostrum of the Cherry Corner
taxes. And sometimes, residents
And how do towns do it? Through
potentially-dangerous asbestos, conBaptist Church will be held Sunday,.
complain, in a slowing in the rate of
building moratoriums, through overly
sumers everywhere became unaccording to the pastor, the Rev. John
restrictive environmental controls,
price appreciation; even worse, the
derstandably alarmed. Although most
•
Ryberg.
s threat of actual price declines.
corporations stipulated their belief that
Deaths reported include the Rev. G.
asbestos in hair dryers has yet to be
A. Burr, James William (Uncle Rile)
proven to be a threat to consumer
Darnell, 86, and J. M. (Uncle Jim)
health, they have complied with a U.S.
Farris,murr
It, _hid) Mailoio
a
Consumer Product Safety Commission
Murray has
s been chosen as the site of
order to provide comprehensive inI Ltoluenti 4)I. lust,•ricill find gonealogical
the 1950 meeting of the Western Kenformation on the use of asbestos intrttertitrieN, vtntrrN and farnriN- noteK.1
sulation in hair dryers.
hav
:
o_
sigA:
stor
40Yeia
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In 1820, the English woman who
founded modern nursing, Florence
Nightingale, was born in Florence,
Italy.
In 1932, the body of the kidnapped
infant son of Charles Lindbergh was
found in a wooded area in Hopewell,
N.J.
In 1938, Japanese warships captured
the Chinese offshore island of Amoy.
In 1943, the World War II fight for
North Africa ended with the German
surrender of Cape Bon in Tunisia.
In 1965, West Germany and Israel
established diplomatic relations.

*WM. %MK.

Business Mirror

Obstacles To
Owning Home

Looking Back

_

10 Years Ago

•

a

Russell, 74, and Mrs. Alike Fan-is
Orlandar.
Col. Eff W. 'Birdsong, Jr., was
recently initiated "as an honoary
member into the Scabbard and Blade
Militai.
-y Society at Murray State
University.
Mr. angsMrs. Hershel Shelton announce the engagement and approaching marsriage of their daughter,
Delores Ann,toffertald Hugh Roberson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harley A.
Roberson.

20 Years Ago -

Consumer Comment

Hair
Dryers

As of April 17, 1979, there were 111
models of hair dryers — listed by model
number — known to contain asbestos.
Several companies are already offering
replacement parts or units for the
asbestos hair dryers.
General Electric will retro-fit with a
non-asbestos liner all GE hair dryers
- which are asbestos insulated after they
are brought in by concerned consumers,and offers this toll-free number
for information: 1-800-241-5822.
Gillette will give a replacement unit
upon request to any owner of a Gillette
model containing asbestos. Consumers
can call Gillette toll-free at 1-800-3289208.
The North American Philips
Corporation will exchange model KB1700 Norelco 1000 for anew asbestosfree model at the request of consumers.
Their toll-free -consumer number is 18013-223-1828.
Sears, Roebuck dr Co. will apply their
normal
consumer
policy
of
"Satisfaction guaranteed or money
hack."
If you have a question about asbestos
or want to know if your hand-held hair
dryer contains asbestos, please call the
'Consumer PrOteCtIon toll-free hotline,
1-830-372-2960 If you have any other
consumer complaints write to Office-of
the Attorney General, Consumer
Protection Division, Frankfort, Ky.
40601.
•

The Calloay County Coin Club met at
the Murray Electric building. Officers
are James C. Williams, George Hewett,
and G. B. Scott, Jr.
=
•
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre is "In Love and War."

Today's birthdays: Yankee baseball
coach Yogi Berra. is 54. Broadcaster
and writer Howard Smith is 65. Composer Burt Bacharach is-50. Comedian
George Carlan is 41.
Thought for today: Things don't turn
up in this world until somebody turns
them up — President James Garfield,
1831-1881.

Bible Thought
"And this shall be an everlasting
atone-ment for the children of Israel for all__
their sins once a year" Leviticus 16:
34
God has always initiated—ways to
reconcile the world unto Himself,
beginning in the Old Testament and
statute unto you, to make an

culminating in the gift of His Son

30 Years Ago

Echoes From The Past

Asbestos, when 'inhaled, is a
suspected cancer-causing agent. The
potential danger occurs when heatshields, which are installed to keep the
plastic of the dryer from overheating
and melting, are made of asbestos. The
blowing action of the dryer may
disperse the asbestos into the air,
where it can then be inhaled.

Carlos Tutt, Lester Nanny, Boyd Linn,
and Clayton Fulton.
The Rev. Ira G. Waters of Oklahoma
City, Okla., will speak at the Memorial
Baptist Church on May 13.

Ten years ago: General Motors
announced a halt in the production of
the rear-engine Chevrolet Corvair,
which had been criticized as unstable.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon vowed not to step down despite
Watergate, and Vice President Gerald
Ford said the country was a lot better
off than it would be with George
MCGovern in the White House.
One year ago: Israel renewed its
pledge to the United States not to use
American-supplied cluster bombs
excet under special wartime conditions

The Birmingham Raid

Sixty-four
been erected
by the city at that many different stops
indicating preferential streets for
traffic.
a
R.
Deaths reported this week include S.
Parker,
rker, 72, Joe C. Eldridge,
Anderson Carter, 66, William F. (Bill)
Waldrop, 79, Mrs. Mavis Massey, 48,
and Dick Roberts.
Lynn Grove High School seniors are
Evelyn Lou Lockhart, Ruth Agnes
Carter, Covela Broach, Edith Cochrurn,
Ruth Elizabeth Cole, Ralph B. Crouch,
Preston Cotham, Howard Rogers,
Vester Todd, 011ie Hall, Alois Edward
Jones, and Charles Caldwell.
Seniors at Kirksey High School are
Mail Belle Pace, Rob Gingles, Kathlen
Myers, Dorothy McCallon, Charles
Waldrop, Harry Douglas, Annie Alice
James, Robert Carlton, Richard Mills,

The activities of the Night Riders in
that many of the night riders weo,
1907 and 1908 were originally the result
residents of the between-tlr-river,
of animosity felt by farmers at the price
region and brought forth 11 indictments
monopoly held by big business on the
against several of them, including Dr
tobacco crops. But, as_many such
Champion. Right before the trial, a.
undertakings have a tendency to do, the
group of about 200 of the night ,riders
original purpose later got lost,
rode into Marshall County in an atsrnothered by the anger and violence
tempt to intimidate the citizens and
generated.
cause them to drop the investigation, a
There are many stories told of intactic which failed.
cidents which happened as the result of
But the grand jury investigation did
night rider activities. One of these was
not really halt, or even slow down the
the raid .on Birmingham, that little
activities of the night riders; in fact, it
town in Marshall County which no
seemed Vs intensify their astivitie
longer exists since the impounding of
Although the local law officials tried s
Kentucky Lake. For some Unhalt the more serious depredations,
fathomable reason, this anger, which
many other similar incidents hapwas originally caused by the low prices
pened. In April of the same year, seven
paid farmers for their tobacco crops,
night riders were arrested in Callowa
Seventy-three persons will be granted
became focused on Negroes. This
County, but that didn't StoRthe-viblenss
degrees at the sxith annual comanimosity reached its zenith on the
either.
mencement at Murray State Teachers
night of March 9, 1908, when about 100
Dr. Champion was subsequent',
College on May 30. The Rev. T. Hassell
night Tgters converged on the town of
found guilty of participation in the raid
Bowen of Harrodsburg will be the
Birrgham. They fired into the house
on Birmingham, although from what
commencement speaker, and Bishop H.
of every colored citizen in the town,
accounts are still in evidence, it seen,
A. Boaz of Little Rock, Ark., will be the
seriously wounding and killing several
thatshis most serious crime was pat.
baccalaureate speaker on May 26.
Negroes. One of the citizens severely
ching up the victims of the shoot-outs
Deaths reported this week include
whipped that night was a teacher in the
both night riders and victims. He was
Mrs Dona Mae Phillips, 34, Mrs.
local colored school.
sent tO Eddyville Penitentiary for a
Henrietta Susan McKee', 74, Mrs.
Many of the black members of the
year. During this year, many outraged
Leona Susan Murdock, T. L. (Monk
community hurriedly packed their
citizens for many counties surrounding
Burton, and Holmes Hill, 21.
belongings and fled to Missouri and
Marshall, raised petitions and . wrote
Members of the senior class of Hazel
_Illinois, some even leaving bread
letters to the local papers, demandin,
He School are Homer Marshall,
baking in the oven, according to local
his release. There was even an attemis
Joseph Miller, Rudie • Alton, . Jesse
legend.
made to make a folk hero out of Dr
Patterson, Milton Paschall, Dewey
A ferry boat operator at Birmingham
Champion, and another petition started
Tucker, Maurine Scarbrough, Temple
had been wounded during this incident;
to send him to Congress - although ths
scar brough, Lottie Phillips, Ethel Mae
he had been attended by Dr. Emilius
line of reasoning here escapes fne.
Paschall, Elisabeth Maddox, Mrs.
Champion, a popular physician of that
For many years, until the mid-1960's
James Underwood, Mrs. Carl Marshall,
area and the area between the rivers.
there were no Negroes to be found in
Bernice Buchanan, Estelle Allbritten,
Some time after the raid, a grand
Marshall County, as" a direct result oh
jury investigation was conducted
the raid on Birmingham and the .other
te
tr j
is
°Pisnerving as master of
Z.evCaarS
W.Tr
and
Judge Reed, of Paducah, held the belief
.nigra rider activity..
M urray Lodge No. 105 Free and

tucky Firemen's Training Association
Group, according to Murray Fire Chief
W. 0. Spencer who attended the
associational meeting at Paducah on
May 11.
Dr. Woodfin Hutson presented a
paper on "Management and treatrnent
of Pulpless Teeth" at the meeting of the
Study Club of the Southwestern Kentucky Dental Society held at Paducah.
Pvt. Emery Hook, Jr., of Fort Knox
spent the weekend with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Emery Hook.

Joe Ross, G. W. Edmonds, Warren G.
Marine, Imogene Dulaney, Cordis
James, Sue Marine, Nannie Burkeen,
and Joe Jones.
Members of the senior class at Faxon
High School are Lona Mae Elkins,
Dorothy Geurin, Geneva Hargis, Ivan
Thompson, Mareva Thompson, Ola
Mae Kirks, Arlen Willoughby, Marshall
Gantt, and Hubert Donelson.
Marriages announced this week
include Ora Lee Coleman to Hubert
Farris on April 29.

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editot are welcOmed
and encouraged. 411 letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspendence to:
Editor, The Murray 1,edgers-4
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Members of the Murray Woman's
Club have completed arrangements
with NYA Directors Jesse Hunt and
Jesse Harris to begin construction on a
Murray club house within this month.
Stone from the farm of Mrs. G. B. Scott
will be used for the building.

50 Year's Ago

Accepted Masons.
The Murray High School Baseball
Team won the Calloway County
Baseball championship with D. P.
Jones as pitcher for 18 of the 21 innings
for Murray's three games during the
tournament.
James Bishop, Robert Mills
Williams, Robbie Mae Broach, Annie
Laura Farmer, and Tom Wade are
members of the tennis team at Murray
High School who split wins with..,,,
Mayfield this week. The Murray coach
is Dorothy Caplinger.
- Mitts Celia Ann Hart will arrive.
Sunday from Pauls Valley, Okla.,
where she has been attending college
and teaching for the past year.
Showing May 13 and 14'at the Capitol
Theatre is the feature, "Alias Jimmy
Valentine," along with the news reel
and comedy, "When Money Comes."
Johnson Music Company has
Majestic radio floor models listed at
034.50 each In their ad this week.
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Cable TV Is Aid To Businessmen
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GROUND BREAKING Cloys A. Hobbs, president of the Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association, is pictured here with the first shovel of dirt at the ground breaking
for the new PCA building in Murray. The new building will be located on 641 north
next to Dunn's Furniture Warehouse. Completion of the project is expected by early
August. Also pictured from left is James McKinney, contractor, Richard A. Price, field
office mgr., Charles Magness, executive vice-president, Tommy Murphey, vicepresident, Bill Ed Hendon, director, Keys Keel, field representative, and Mike Overcast,
field representative.
The new facility will replace the current office on North Fourth and Will house four
seperate offices. including a federal land bank office.
The facility is being built to accomodate expansion in the local offices business.

The use of satellite tran- as you look at it, as to what key pad, the subscriber
smission by cable TV might be available on punches in the requested
operations in Kentucky and coverage over satellite information - whether it is
the rest of the country has transmission to cable-viewers the latest earnings report of a
significantly improved the all over the country," said company, current stock price
quality and variety of en- Louisiana Rep. Gillies Long, of a certain company or
tertainment programming.
author of a study on televising commodity quotations - and
tt also has meant a U.S. Houseproceedings.
it is displayed on the videos,
tremendous increase in the
A Kentucky businessman screen.
volume
of information following a certain piece of
The business service, until
available to businessmen and legislation will be able to keep just recently, was limited to
an improvement in the up with the debate from a set Manhattan because of the high
cost of installing land lines.
manner in which information in his office.
is delivered.
A wide range of business That changed when cable TV
Many cable systems, for and general information, operations began using
almost
in- satellite transmission. The
example, including CPI of delivered
Louisville, Inc., are making stantaneously on a display information then could be sent
gavel-to-gavel coverage of the terminal, is being made from Reuters to an orbiting
U. S. House of Represen- available throughout the satellite, beamed to an earth
tatives available to sob..-1 country by Reuters CATV station receiver at a cable TV
Services, New York.
scribers.
outlet and passed along to
Using a keyboard on the subscribers.
"This whole situation is
James Outman, assistant
staggering to the imagination terminal or a small numeric

ied
be
f'S

be
ne

nd
)Ie
ral
to
nd
Li:

service. Reuters plans to offer
a home news and information
package. The plans for this
satellite-delivered
home
service depend on the
development of a low-cost,
mass-market terminal.
Subscribers to this service
would be able to call up instantly fully-indexed files • of
world, U.S. sports and
financial news,
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market activity was mixed.
Biggest gainers; Thomas
Industries (NYSE(, to 10,-4
from 914; Lincoln Income
to 18, from 14'2.
(OTC
Greatest declines: Kentucky
Central ( OTC) to 15'1, from
16; Belknap Hardware (OTC)
to 13;from 141,4.

Slight'Downturn'Expected By Economists
By EILEEN ALT POWELL
Associated Press Writer

a ADVANCED TIRE & AUTO SERVICE

-111111alimimia

HOT SPRINGS, Va. AP i Inflation should begin easing
as the economy slides into a
"moderate, brief" recession
in the second half of the year,
according to economic consultants for a prestigious
group of businessmen.
The analysis released
Friday at the semi-annual
meeting of the Business
Council was more pessimistic
than the group's previous
quarterly reports.
And it was a contrast to
Carter administration insistence that a recession can
be avoided as inflation is
brought in check by tighter
money and budget policies
and the voluntary wage and
price guidelines.
The report to the council,
which is made up of board
chairmen and chief executive
officers of 100 major U.S.
corporations, predicts the
economy will decline for six to
eight months before turning
up again.
"I thnk the consensus was
(that) this is what we neesl,
this is what we are moving
into," Clifton C. Garvin Jr.,
chairman of Exxon Corp., said
in remarks-prepared for his
introduction of the report.
"It's not all that bad."
Garvin said he preferred the
"downturn" - to
term
"recession" but admitted "it's
a little more severe than

Ed West of Parker Ford Inc.
recently announced the addition of Joe Rowland to the
sales staff.
Rowland a native of
Murray has just returned after 10 years with the Department of Defense at Ft. Mead
Maryland.
The 36 year old Rowland
GRAND OPENING — Pictured above is Dick Overby, general manager of Advanced
and
his wife Brenda have a
in
opening
grand
it's
holding
Inc. Tire and Automotive Center. Advanced is presently
son,
Pat,
(10) and a daughter,
Fourth
North
from
relocated
just
has
service
automotive
The
honor of it's relocation.
Vicki,(2).
to 808 Coldwater Road. The new location was formerly Keel's Purchase Tire. AdRowland stared he was
vanced Inc. offers a complete line of tires as well as other automotive services.
glad to be back in Calloway
County and pleased to be
associated with Parker Ford.
"I'd like to invite all my friends and relatives to drop by
Parker's and see me,"
s. Rowland added.
West said, "We're happy
comparable
the
come' for the sixth month
Morris Bilbrey, manager of share, 'for
to
have Joe as one of our
Consolidated period was very encouraging
the Murray office of First of period in 1978.
salesmen bringing the sales
second
the
for
revenues
Michigan Corp, released the
compared to last year's force to 11 full time
quarter of fiscal 1979 were
following today.
period.
salesmen.
to
$3,272,426, compared
Consolidated net income for
First of Michigan Capital $2,341,649 in -3978 - an inthe 26 weeks ended March 30,
Corporation has announced crease of 40 percent.
1979, the first 6 months of the
that consolidated net income
April
on
that
It also reported
fiscal year, was
current
for the 13 weeks ended March 26th, the Board of Directors of
30, 1979, ithe second quarter of First of Michigan Capital $233,683, equivalent to 47 cents
per share. In 1978, net income
Corporation declared a semithe current fiscal year) was annual cash dividend of 10 for the comparable period was
$146,907, equivalent to 29 cents cents per share and an extra $195,498, equivalent to 39 cents
per share, versus $15,050, dividend of 5 cents per share per share. Consolidated
Kevin Cooper, son of Mr.
equivalent to 3 cents per on common stock, payable on revenues for the 6 month
much it and Mrs. Hewlett Cooper of
period in 1979 were $6,129,593,
how
know
you
Do
May 29, 1979 to holders of
was
recently
Murray,
compared to $5,232,653 for costs to stay in - a hosTritali'
record May 11, 1979.
We've Got the
1978.
Average semiprivate room promoted to national technical
Shield for You and
Callaway,
H.
David
Callaway and Martin also and hoard charges in ho.pitals manager with Pansophic
a Discount of up toChairman of the Board, and said that the financial position throughout the countr rose Systems, Inc., McLean, Va.
14% on HomeownIn the new position, Cooper
-John G. Martin, President, of First of Michigan Cor- 12 percent. from S97.52 in
ers insuraom for
197S:re- will be responsible for the
in
improved
to
1977
the
S109.05
that
reported
the
remains
poration
newer homes too.
earnings for the quarter and strongest of all Michigan- ports the Health Insuron,-; In- activities of the technical
support personnel located in
the six month period were a gased securities dealers, with stitute.
San Iompler• informatics.
The average length
eight Pansophic sales and
result of increased revenues in total permanent capital of
almost all segnients of their - Over $7,400,000. First of in a hospital was les. in 1978 support offices across the
Ronnie Ross
business. For the quarter, Michigan Capital torporation than in 1977. 7.6 das ;:orn- nation.
Pansophic Systems is a
revenue is traded on the Midwest Stock pared to '7.7 days. But the
all
nearly
cost to a community hospital leading supplier of computer
an
showed
classifications
FMG.
is
symbol
its
Exchange;
Danny Ross
stay clMiheit software packages that are
increase over the prior year's
First of Michigan is a for an average
1 9-- to sold worldwide. Cooper has
$1.330.10,...„in
from
three months, with un- member firm of the New York
1978, an
been with the company for two
derwriting - income showing Stock Exchange, with the SI.504.10 in
of more than 13 perceni
210E. Main
years.
the largest increase 'at 110 local office staffed by Jack
Phone 753-0489
Cooper is married to the
percent. Callaway and Martin Uddberg and Betty Boston as
former Sherry Buoy,daughter
also said that the 23 percent account 'executives, and
Shseld of Shelter
of Mrs. Orlene Bucy of New
increase in commission in- Wanda Brown as secretary.
Concord and the late Bill

411111111Noommum......._

First Of Michigan Releases
Quarterly Report; Gain Reflected
to
beand

manager of media services at
Reuters, noted though that
many financial districts in the
country are not equipped for
cable TV.
He noted that Reuters
adapted the system so it could
be delivered by phone lines.
-The receiving end is the
same ( as by cable TV ) but
thert is a difference in the
delivery technology," he said.
Initially, the service will be
delivered to banks, brokerage
houses, commodity dealers
and other businesses in the
country; then will come the
introduction of a home investment service. The service
will be delivered to cable TV
subscribers for about $35 a
month.
Following the home investor

Cost Of
Hospital
Room
Up 12%

people had anticipated."
As recently as February,
the consultants had been
predicting only a moderate
decline in the nation's
economy. But even that was a
sharp contrast to its prediction last fall that the economy
would expand this year by 2
percent, about the same as
President CartIr's prediction.
The new B0siness Council
forecast calls for the nation's
output to decline 'toughly 1
percent" over two to three
quarters beginning at\ni.idyear.
A recession is commonly
defined as a contraction in
economic growth for at least
two consecutive quarters.
The Council said, however,
that this year's recession
would be no worse than the
1969-1970 recession, "the
mildest of the post-war
period.". By contrast, there
was a 6 percent drop in output
during , the • severe 1974-75
recession.
On inflation, the council
the
agrees
with
administration that "the worst of
the current price surge is
already behind us." It expects
the rate of inflation to slow
from an annaal pace above 10
percent in the first quarter to
an annual rate in the final
quarter of 7.5 percent.
Still, it said, "Consumer
prices will be 9'2 percent
higher this year than last and
just over 7'2 percent higher in
nao than 1979."

Kevin Cooper Promoted
Bucy. She is employed as a.
medical technologist at the
Fairfax Hospital.
The Coopers reside in
Burke, Va.

Treasury Secretary W.
Michael Blumenthal earlier
this week said the government
-screwed up" on earlier inprojections and
flation
suggested a revised target of
8'2 percent for this year.
Garvin said some reasons
for the more pessimistic
projection include the decline
in housing construction and in
consumer purchasing.
"TheL-consultants find
however, for
reasons,
projecting no more than a
moderate, brief, fecession,"
he said in a written statement.
Garvin did not expand on
those reasons.
The predictions, likely to get
close attention from the administration because of the
prestige of the group, also
say:
- The nation's Gross
National 'Product the fourth
luarter of this year will be 0.6
percent above the fourth
quarter of 1978. The Carter
administration has predicted
2./ percent.
- The unemployment rate
will rise about 1 percentage
point from the first quarter's
5.7 percent rate.

- "The majority view is
that interest rates have not yet
peaked," the report said. Most
interest rates already are at
record levels.
economic
other
In
developments:
- Commerce Department
officials said the nation's
retail sales edged up a half
rcentage point in April,
--okspite a 2 percent drop in
auto purchases. One official
said the news indicated the
economy "is_ hardly bubbling
over." Sales of non-durable
goods - such as food and
drugs - rose 1 percent, while
sales of durable goods stayed
virtually the same.
- State Department officials said recent figures
showing a sharp increase in
U.S. imports of Japanese
automobiles could undercut
the favorable impression
Prime Minister Masayoshi
Ohira made on his recent visit
here. Until this week, trends in
U.S.-Japanese trade this year
had been highly favorable,
with both countries predicting
a sizeable,decrease in the $11.6
billion deficit the United
States had last year.

Mit NOTES 4
The contents of your
home may be insured
for 910,000 but you won't
collect a_ penny after a
fire unless you can
prove your loss. Be sure
you have an up-to-date
inventory and photo
snapshots of all major
by Bill Boyd
items.
It's also a good idea to keep your fire insurance
policy and other valuables in one of our safety
deposit boxes.
PEOPLES BANK
Mi'uIRAYl

Member HAL

ICY.

You're out
if you don't
have clout!

We at the

DATAMATION & WORDS

Bank of Murray

PROCESSING CENTER
753-7589

offer our

Congratulations
to
Icon
eon
hrd
•Ls1
;in
St
i at
b!,
nt
far
and
Per
reSS
lers
In
Tay

1916
1916
1919
1916
1918

Kevin Cooper
Joe Rowland
Curtis Overby
P.C.A.

Clout_ You get it when you
deal through me. an
Independent Insurance
Agent Here s why Because
I in in business for myself I can
place your insurance with any

FAYE STEPHENS
Owner & Consultant

Curtis Overby, native of
Graves County, is now a
Casualty Agent with KING
INSURANCE SERVICE. INC.
Curtisrecently moved to
Murray from Memphis TN
has been
where
he
associated with Cottonhelt
and Transamerican In.
surance Group Companies
for the past 10 years.(
is the son of Mr. and 'dr,
Curtis Overby 0/5edatia_He
is married to the former loan
Eamb of Mayfield. Curtis,
Joan and their two children,
Greg and Tina, reside at
Route 5, Murray. They attend
the 7th & Poplar Churth of
Christ.

DO YOU HAVE A REPORT
THAT YOU NEED TYPED? Just
call 753-7589 and leave a
message at tht tone. We do
FILES, TEXT, MERGE FILE/TEXT,
LETTERS
Let us at

Of Several reliable companies
This gives me clout Since I don t
work for any one company, I rvi in
" •position to nego
..iate in your
.
behalf, picking and
choosing the car,
home business, or life
protection that suits
your needs best
For help with your needs
call Or w,S,t melt

Phone Or See

Datamation And Wolds
Processing Center
Take that work load for you
•

Guy Billington
Bob Billington CPCU
Tom Scruggs
Owen Billington
Don Shipley

The

Murray Insurance
Agency

al•
•

MEMO ourpoon
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Wendell Morris keeps
Guidesqradition Going
•

•

As dawn broke over
I've known a few of the older
Reelfoot Lake, the storm guides, but their way of life is
broke also. Columns of rain passing. The money's not
slanted down on the tall there. The sons and grandsons
cyprus ringing the south shore earn a better living in facnear Samburg, and sudden tories.
bursts of cold air churned the
Twenty-six children fished
But Wendell Morris is one
water and rolled it with great who keeps the tradition alive.
the Murray Bass Club Steve
force into Al Hamilton's As we waited for the rain to
Memorial
Underwood
Arrowhead Lodge boat shed. cease he described his years
.childrens day tournament.
We watched from the on the lake and some of the
Their names and place they
shelter of a nearby baithouse. jobs he's had.
won are as follows: Gidget
"Boy, you sure know how to
Vaughn, 1st; Doug Hendon,
"I was the personal guide of
2nd-, James Barrow, 3rd; • pick'eni," Al said, half in jest Smith Broadbent, Sr. up in
and half in seriousness. Our Trigg County," Wendell said.
Jason Grimes, 4th; Robbie
friendship goes back several "We hunted together for
Marquardt, 5th; John Mark
years, and our outdoor ad- years, and then Smith Jr.
Morris, 6th; Ricky Barrow,
ventures seem to be jinxed by bought some land and fixed up
7th; Cathy Jenkins, 8th;
weather extremes — hard a duck club down near
Elizabeth Marquardt, 9th:
freezing spells, sunstroke heat Dyersburg. Gardner Spicer is
Tony Atkins, 10; Darren
waves or, as now, violent Smith Jr.'s guide, and
Jones, 11th; Chris Jenkins,
frontal passages with ac- together we take care of the
12th; Denise Lewis, 13th;
company storms.
Laura McConnell, 14th;
club and guide for'em during
"It comes with the trade," I the duck season."
Shannon McCuiston, 15th;
laughed. "Bad weather
Heath Ryan, 16th; Kelly
He described years of
follows writers. Maybe I hunting gone by, of times
Massey, 17th; Chuck Baker,
should be in the rainmaking when clouds of ducks swar18th; Ed Hendon, 19th; Lisa
business." I took a deep draw
Henry, 21st; Heather Grogan,
med over Reelfoot and the
Bass Club
from my coffee cup and was Olson River bottoms.
20th; Leigh Baker, 22nd;
Shown above with their trophies are the children that fished the Murray
Gilbert,
glad to be where I was, when I
Ricky Nelson, 23rd; Mary Ann
Steve Underwood Memorial children's day. Left to right, first row: Mary Ann
One item of passion among
Heath Ryan,
was — indoors.
Gilbert, 24th; Ricky Spann,
Gidget Vaughn, Doug Hendon, lames. Barrow; second row Tony Atkins,
guides has been claim to
third row,
But suddenly a small hunting rights on various
25th; Timmy Chester, 26th.
Denice Lewis, Leigh Baker, Heather Grogan, Lisa Henry, Jason Grimes:
Jones,
Reelfoot boat chugged into sections of the • lake. The
Elizabeth Marquardt, Shannon McCuiston, Kelly Massey, Chuck Baker, Darren
Ricky Spann,
Al's dock from beyond the
waters are public, but
Wendell Morris has spent his life guiding fishermen
Cathy Jenkins, Ricky Nelson, Timmy Chester; Back row, John Mark Morris,
a small man tradition dictates who hunts
and
line,
cyprus
hunters on west Tennessee's Reelfoot Lake and in
and
Chris Jenkins.
in a black rubber suit stepped
where. Intruders are not
the adjacent Obion River bottoms.
to shore. "Here's your guide. I
warmly received.
told him to be here at 6 a.m.,"
"I had a blind up in a hole despite a strong northwest spring day, and I relunctantly
Al said. He was right on time. and (name) tried to move in
wind. "We caughb a bunch had work waiting in the office.
The man pulled his boat up on me. I told him not to try to.
here yesterday," Wendell said We had round 40 fish in the
on the bank to protect it from take my spot," Wendell said
at one point. "We got over a box. "Think we'd better head
the waves, and then he made, with more than a hint of unhundred in a half a day." - in?" I asked.
his way on toward our shelter. derstatement. He went on to
"You give the word. I'll stay
And the stories continued as long as you want to,"
-Well Wendell, what do you tell how the incident almost
think?" Al asked the guide as led to shooting, but his stub- about the man's life in the Wendell answered.'
he pulled back the hood which
borness and refusal to be outdoors, always with a
We headed back across the
covered his ball cap.
moved finally persuaded the humbleness and at my urging. water toward Arrowhead
"Oh, I don't think it'll rain other man to look elsewhere His age is no limitation to his Lodge. I shot a few more
memory, and his ability as a pictures of Wendell and the
too long. We'll still catch a few for a place to hunt.
fish this morning, but it might
Wendell changed the subject fisherman and guide has been boat, and I reflected on how
not be as good as yesterday," and talked about some of the honed by the seasons.
the guide. probably doesn't
Marquardt,
Elizabeth
he said.
former clients. "I used to
consider,himself a legend or a
Kelly Massey, Murray, had
The
I'd
had
enough.
Finally
displays her
Al introduced us. He was guide for a Supreme COurt wind was too sharp for a tradition, but he is.
a big smile when she came Murray, proudly
stands in line to
Morris, and Al judge from St. Louis who
she
as
Wendell
catch
her
weigh-in
to
scale
to the
as one of the wouldn't touch a fish unless it
him
described
weigh-in.
string of Bluegill.
best, crappie and bluegill was on a platter. I bailled his
guides on Reelfoot. That's hook, took his fish off when he
saying a lot considering that caught one. But he loved to
ay Miry Oarrar
Reelfoot has a legacy of caItcas
hk'eedm."
Cathy Jenkins, Fulton rest,
.,Doug Hendon, Murray
os.
NAMMft
iNSESO
themselves
e!gtdi
pride
who
guides
wait,
about the best day of
shows one of the crappie her load of fish as she
confind
to
Murray, went
Minty
Marquardt,
thZir
in
Murray,
"That
ever
had.
he'd
Thomas,
Mason
fishing
win
placed
him
Cathy
weigh-in.
to
which helped
the
in
May 9 and
fish
of
fishing
centrations
Wednesday,
were
I
and
Sandlin,
back,
and Carlo
was a few years
second place. The crappie eighth with her catch it
basins.
pad
lily
bass.
and
with
four
in
sawgrass
came
Lake,
from
guys
of
Barkley
a
on
couple
fishing
had
ounces.
crappie.
weighed 2 pounds 4
As we watched the rain we Owensboro. We got into Saturday May 5, and came in
talked. Wendell said he was bluegill and stripes late in the with about 46 crappie. From
Paul Maggard and Graves
69, that the only real job he'd afternoon, and we Just the report from Murray Bait Morris, both of Murray, went
ever had was guiding hunters piled 'em in the bottom of the Co. Thomas was fishing the to Kentucky Lake Wednesda
afternoon, May 9 and came in
and fishermen on the lake, and boat after we filled the cooler. deeper water,
with 7 bass. The bass seemed
this income was supplemented They were all 'round our legs
each year by a commercial up to the bottom of our boat
Gary - Hohmati, -Murray, to be shallow and where there
fishing sideline. "I grew up in seats. We were still catching fished the shallow ater was some clear water.
and I started fish when a storm came right Saturday, May 5, on Jonathan
Samburg,
After the tournament it was time for hot dogs and
"
Sue Williams of Cypress
guilding in 1930 The fee back at dark. I thought I was going Creek and came in with 26
a
having
be
marshmellows. These children seem to
was $3.50 a day, but to have to choke those fellows' crappie.
Springs Resort said the
then
great time. left to right they are: Ricky Spann, Elizabeth
crappie.seem to still be in the
o'course a dollar then went a to get 'em to lay their poles
Marquardt, Kelly Massey, Leigh Baker, and Heather
little further than it does do t
Buddy and Donnie Boyd, bushes. The water is dropping
Grogan.
now."
Old-time Reelfoot residents Murray, Came into Murray but several people have still
I'd heard tales of Reelfoot's always had their own way of Bait Co. Saturday May 5 with been bringing in a few strings
of men of handling trouble, and many a limit of 120 crappie. Didn't of fish.
Redden, Benton, a third t.• - guides of those days,
Three men were arrested
uncanny outdoor prowess times that way was violent. find out what kind of water
U00_
anti.
was
fined
offender,
for hunting raccoon out of
fortunes were Once Wendell was in the local they were fishing.
Freddie Herndon, Murray.
$27.50 court cost._ Lee Roy whose lives and
season with a gun April 16, in
tried his new Flippin Stick out
directly tied into the fortunes VFW Club when he got into an
fined
was
Beritcin`,"
Gamble.
Of
McCracken County,according
of the waters. Bankers and argument. -That man got up
Robert Houston, Murray, Thursday, May 10 and came in
Alexander, $100 and $27.50 courtTbst. and lawyers and businessmen
Gerald
to
and I cut him right across the went to Energy Monday, May with five bass. Herndon said
.
rifle.
his
forfieted
Department. Fish di Wildlife.
were their chest. It cost me $175 for a new 7 and came in with 25 crappie. he caught several more but
Raccoon season is not open from a wide range
Court was held in McCracken
they were not legal size, he
patrons. Generations of shirt and doctor's bills and my
important
very
one
now.
and
District Court, May 3, at 10:00
with
fished
or
was fishing out of Cypress
hunted
Ruble
"sports"
'a
I
Mrs.
and
fee.
shouldn't
Mr.
lawyer's
ri,ce,,..•
reason is that the
a.m. All three men pleaded
generations of guides, and been in that place to start Thurman, Murray, brought in Springs Dock.
the::
with
young
have
their
guilty as charged and paid a
loyalty ran thick as molasses. with."
29 crappie Wednesday, May 9.
the mother is killed the batotal of $482.50 and lost a 22
Jan and Randall Miller
It was part of the tradition
The rain finally slacked off, The Thurman's were fishing
•
food
to
'find
able
not
are
caliber nfle with scope.
from and we went fishing. We the Johnny Fteed hollow on Sedalia, brought in a nice.
apart
Reelfoot
set
that
d
themselves and would
RESTA1,4kANT
string of 38 crappie Tuesday.
other natural cyprus lakes probed various pockets Kentucky Lake.
Phillip B. Thompson, Also it is illegal for anyori.. •
May 8. They were fishing in
which stretch along •-ihe around the shore for crappie,
Benton, was fined $100 and take these babies fron,
Gulf.
to
the
River
Mississippi
the
Cypress Creek area
Gary
was
steady
and
action
Brenda
our
and
$27.50 court cost. Dennis wild.
Murray, Kr
733-4111
South 12th Street

Children's Day Tournament

Outdoor Scene

Photos By Mary Barrow

Marshall Cotintv. Men
Convicted For Hunting
Raccoon Out Of Season

Compliments

1
1
4
KOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories

NiRMIVER OUTSW DS
"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."

Shipwash
Boat 'N' Motor
203 E. Main

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.O. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson F :hase
410 N 4th

11.0

Venture

ftti

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

I

9

900 Sycamore753-5142

159-1812

Illurntow•
Boot,

Sportsmen:

KING of vALui-si

SPORTING GOODS

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

BUCKS
BODY SHOP

i
Check. .The Values
in our
Sporting Goods Depi.

Fishing, Camping,and Hunting quip
Hunting & Fishing Licenses

Inc
y
Travel,
appy Holida
Shores on Kentucky
Panorama

Lake

DON McCLURI
GRAYSON McClURE
rok• 94 lost out ot Murray for 7 rn•les Turn right on 180
Follow 180 for 7 melts post Bonner s Grocery

Yoke
blacktop into Panoromdorro follow b/ork top to your right

Telephone,502-4364483

1
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Good km Cleb
To Hold Compost
May 18,19 end 20
1'he Twin Laken Good Sam
Club will hold its monthly
campout at the campground
at the Kentucky Dam Village
State Park on Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday, May
18, 19, and 20.
Charlie and Gale Adams
will be wagorunasters with

Kentucky Afield

•

The Jenny Ridge Bowhunters Society took three of the five places in the Waverly,
Tenn. archery shoot The local boys are left to right Don Hayes, Murray, first place
barebow class; Ronnie Fos, Murray, first place visitors class; Paul Myhill, Murray, first
place B class.
The fenny Ridge Bowhunters Society held their Spring Hard Times shoot last month
and the winners Were, Randy Hooper, Waverly, Tenn. first place; Paul Myhill, Murray,
second place; Ronnie Fox, Murray, third place; Mark Rounds, Benton,fourth place; Don
Hayes took first place in the barebow event Anyone interested in bowhunting or archery may call 753-9382 or 753-0087 for more information concerning the jenny Ridge
fio whun ters Society.
--./
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I fished with Marvin, David,
Jeff and Tony last weekend
during the second or is it the
third, rise in lake elevation on
Kentucky Lake. It almost
feels like fishing from an
elevator would feel. We used
minnows to catch approximately 50-60 crappie
each day.
Most of them were about the
size of a Wilkinson razor blade
the first day but sure did
provide the guys with some
fast action. I think we used a
gross of minnows the first day
in an attempt to out last the
smaller fish and get to the
larger ones. We found the fish
around sunken brush ten to 12
feet deep. I used a white jig to
locate ,a school then let the
guys catch them on minnows.
Jeff Nowakowski conned his
former friends into betting on
the first, most and largest fish
caught and then won all three
places himself. He may have
some trouble collecting his
winnings because the second
day he was put down by Tony
Kindemian as Tony declared
the first day was practice.
The lake elevation,has fallen
two and three inches elich.day
since Tuesday so you can
expect the fish to be a little
slow.
Several bass were taken on
plastic worms in the trees and
brushy flats near the clear
water line. By the weekend
you will find the lake to be
very muddy with few- exceptions.
The good areas that normally hold fish were abandonded as the fish moved out
ahead of the mud.
Top water lures are
beginning to produce some
good bass as the water warms
allowing the bass to remain in
the shallow water longer each
day. I think we are about two
weeks away from a spawn.
When the conditions improve enough to suit the bass
you will begin to catch more
and more of the smaller males
while they are sweeping nests
and choosing mates.
We have a BASS. tournament scheduled for the 23,
24, and 25 of this month out of

Kenlake Marina and they
should have a record catch
this year if the bass do start
spawning.
Sauger fishing received a
shot in the arm Thursday as
the
water
temperature
climbed into the low 70's. I had
a party out that afternoon and
we caught 25 Sauger and
Crappie. Each one went over

the pound and a half mark.
Many were taken on minnows
fished around ten feet deep.
Remember the trash pick up
day being held by the folks on
the I.B1.
Most of us are guilty of
littering and should pick up
trash without being told.
Happy Fishing!

usual, a reflection of the mild
It's shaping up as a very
productive year at the spring weather we've had this
Department of Fish and
year, Hearn says.
Andy and Linda Rogers as
Wildlife Resources' Minor
Muskellunge have .also
assistant wagonmasters. A
Clark Fish Hatchery near spawned, producing more fry
potluck supper will be served
Morehead, according to Mike this year at the Clark Hatat 6 p.m. on Saturday.
Hearn, assistant hatchery chery than ever before.
The president, Rudolph
manager.
Walleye production is also at
Howard, urges all members
Some bass have already .an all-time high, Hearn says.
and interested campers to spawned in the hatchery... More than 847,000 walleye fry,
attend. A vesper service will
ponds, and others are in the the offspring, of 44 fish capbe held on Sunday morning at spawning process. This ac- tured from Lake Cumberland
the Adams'campsite.
tivity is occurring earlier than this—spring, have already been
'.—.--.stocked.
essi
Of these, 503,000 were
placed in Cumberland and
344,000 went to Martins Fork
Lake. An additional 1.3 million
walleye fry obtained from a
federal hatchery in Ohio will
be raised to an average length
of 1.5 inches and will then be
stocked in Lake Cumberland.
Two hybrid species are also
doing well at the hatchery. A
recent spawn of tiger musky
(a muskellunge-northern pike
cross) is doing well, and
600,000 rockfish-white bass
. •
Joe East, a representative from Berkley and Comhybrids obtained from North
pany, was at Big Mac's Sporting Goods Saturday and
Carolina are growing nicely.
These fish will soon be joined
Sunday, May 3 and 6. During a two day promotion East
by an additional 600,000. fish
spooled approximately 1200 fishing reels using over
from North Carolina or from
100,000 yards of Berkley Trilene lihe.
brood fish taken from Lake

Ctuni.)erland.
and Green River lakes.
Bi3Tbgists are now at- Previous stockings of this
tempting to capture brood hybrid in Dewey Lake should
rockfish from Lake Cum- reach the 30-,inch' legal
berland. These fish will be minimum size sdinetime this
taken to the hatchery, where summer. This will'be the first
they will be spawned and the stocking of tiger musky in.
fry they produce will be raised Green River Lake.
to stocking size.
The rockfish-white bass
"The arrival of the rockfislr hybrids are destined for Lake
will just about cap off our Herrington and_Barren. River.
busiest seaSon,' Hearn says. Lake. This will be the first
If they produce as wellas the . stocking of this hybrid in
other species have so far this Kentucky.
year, there would be a bumper
The rockfish hybrid seems
crop of game fish for stocking bath more adaptable to some
in Kentucky waters.
fresh water conditions and
It's already been decided easier to catch than the rockwhere most of these fish will fish, according to Fisheries
be stocked, Hearn says. The Division Director Charlie
bass fry will be used primarily Bowers. The current hybrid
in the farm pond program and werld record is more than 26
will be distributed in May. It pounds. While it doesn't grow
will than take 18 months to two as large as the rockfish, it is
years for them to reach the 12- still plenty big enough to ininch minimum legal size. The terest anglers, Bowers says.
musky will be used to stock
Rockfish raised at the
Cave Run Lake and musky hatchery this spring are
streams around the state.
scheduled for stocking in the
Tiger musky, which don't Ohio River, Lake Cumberland
get as large as purebred and the tailwaters of Kenmusky but seem to be even tucky and Rarkley lakes. All
more aggressive and willing of these waters have been •
to strike an artificial lure; will stocked with rockfish in the
be stocked in Fishtrap, Dewey past.

Ducks Unlimited Elect
Officers For hew Year

illi•rmanniumondr

AmiNgews."'"'"'"galliargmmialli"

-

The Ducks Unlimited
meeting was held at 7:00 p.m.
April 16, at the Triangle Inn
restaurant. The new officers
for the next year are, Dan
Gardner, president; Charlie
McKinney, vice president;
Gary Crass, secretary; David
King,treasurer.
The next meeting will be
June. 14, at 7:00 p.m. The
location for the meeting will
be announced at a later date.
President Gardner said that

arv
,
ipxteviaa,
,,opmtsvrAsigeo--- ;

more activities were needed to
get more members involved
with the club, other than the
banquet. Several items were
discussed but Wood Duck
boxes was the number one
item. Cost and plans are being
looked into, and a work
session at the next meeting is
hoped for.
I hope to see many more
members at the next meeting,
Gary Crass, secretary Ducks
Unlimited Murray Chapter.

URW Local 665 and General Tire had a-team tournament out of Devils Elbow
Recreation Area Saturday, May 5. The winners were left to right Willard Carr and Jerry
Wade, both of Mayfield, first place; Jimmy Clapp, Benton, and Jimmy Boas, Clinton.
second place; Donnie Winfield, and John Harmon, both of Murray, third place: Kennv
Morris, Benton, and Larry Bell, Murray,fourth place.
B. J. (Shorty) Akers, right, arid Gary Mayabb, both of
East Prairie, Missouri, came in with a 7 pound 12 ounce
bass while crappie fishing on Blood River, on Kentucky
Lake Monday, May 7.
Photo courtesy of Murray Bail Co.

WATSON'S
Fish Market
Donnie Winfield, Murray,
took Big Bass with this 3
pound 5 ounce bass.

Chris Meadows, 13-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Meadows of Lewiston. N.Y., pulled this 46-inch
muskie out of Dale Hollow Lake during a recent trip in
Kentucky. The youngster landed the 34 lb. 8 oz. fish on
10-1b.-test line, using an artificial bass lure. While the fish
is not -a record, it did provide a memorable highlight for
the Meadows' trip to Kentucky and prompted them to
\Elan a return visit.

Willard Carr and ferry Wade, both of Murrav
displays their catch that won them first place.
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kliko Oleo

•
Thornton • •
•
Body
shop •• •
•
• White's Camper Sales •
•.
24 Hour Wrecker Service
.
Campers You've Got a Good Thing Going:

Storey•s
Food Giant

•
••
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2112 Coldwater Rd Murray, Ky.
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"We Appreciate Your Business"

\

Authorized Dealer For Starcraft di Road Rangers

Parts-Accessories-Service

•

Nwy,-114 Ead—

-- (502)753-0605 0
1 .............00.4.000
1:

0

Hwy. 641 So.

We Specialue In Kentucky Lake Carf,sh

BRING
YOUR BASS
AND CRAPPIE
TO

21111117-

8 a. m. - 10:00 p.m.

•

So. 12111. St.

44 WOW!

Open 7 Days A Week

•

Complete Hook-Up

Rt. 3 Boa 118

•

759-1208

Phone 753-8322

HICKORY HUTPITBAR-8-0
. _The Largest Caught & Weighed
of Each, At Hickory Hut
During April Wins

A SHOULDER OF BAR-11-11

Alr./.4K4oemq\
-\\_.W.iit%

\

641 Super Shell

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Part

Kenlake Marina

rCain's, AMC,Jeep

Where "Service Is Our Business

,Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Retttals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching RamF-Tackle, Bait

-'• l';
11111111&'

.1-1w. 641 South

4*,
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"N.

e

' 753-9131';

Your U-Haul Headquarters
,',,-:
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S. 17th St.
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753 1776

Hwy.641 North
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Murray High Rides
Gibbs'Three-Hitter
For District Title
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor '
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. — He began
inauspiciously and ended inauspiciously, but
in between, uh, Marshall County would rather
not talk about it.
But Alan Gibbs, the righthander who struck
out 15 batters and limited Marshall County to
. three singles, was happy to discuss his performatce — a complete-game victory that
gave Murray High a 7-1 decision over the
Marshals yesterday for the championship of
the Sixth District baseball tournament.
"Hike to hit the outside corner, but he 'the
umpire) wasn't calling'it," Gibbs said and
grinned. "Or at least, I wasn't hitting it."
Marshall County's Dean Jackson led off the
game by singling off Gibbs' glove, and Allen
Noles ended it by slamming a lining out
sharply to second baseman Eddie Requarth.
And Gibbs, who walked eight, was in a jam
in almost every inning. But his crackling
fastball had the Marshals whiffing at the right
time as they stranded 12 runners and twice
left the bases loaded.
Thomas Kendall completed the tournament
by going two-for-two to lead the. Tigers offensively — giving him a seven-for-seven twoday outing at the plate.
Murray High, 14-1 and a winner in 12
straight games, will host the Second Region
tournament, which begins Tuesday at Reagan
Field. The Tigers are the defending champions.
Murray scored all their runs in the first
three innings and six of them off Marshal
starter Joe Eaton, who entered the contest
with a 3-0 record.
Kendall, a senior third baseman, was integral in Murray's scoring single runs in each
bounced a hit up
of the first two frames. He
Requarth, who
Eddie
in
drive
to
the middle
had walked and stole second, in the first
frame.
- - In the second, Scott Hill reached base on a
two-out fielders' choice, moved to third on a
single by Requarth and scored on Kendall's
single to left.
Then came the third inning, an uprising
that sent the Marshals' Eaton to an early seat

in the dugout. Brad Taylor singled and John
Denham reached on an error, setting up Bill
Milton's two-run double that bounded off the
rightfield foul screen.
When Gibbs smacked a ground-rule double
to left to drive in Milton, Eaton was replaced
by Matt Sickling, a knuckle-balling
sophomore.
Scott Hill punched a single to left wit) out to
score Gibbs, then stole second -.and third
before scoring himself on Bruce Taylor's hit
down the leftfield line.
Sickling did a credible job thereafter,
though, shutting out Murray on one hit.
Control was the only asset Gibbs lacked in
his overpowering stint, and the fourth inning
served as a good example. He walked Bill
Presson and Allen Noles to lead off the
Marshall frame, then struck out Bruce Ford.
Kevin Holt was caught looking at a third
strike for the second out, but Pat Solomon
drove in the only Marshall County run when
he hit a chopper to short and beat the throw.
Mike Vaughn took another called third strike
for the final out, giving Gibbs his fifth
triumph without a loss.
Both Marshall County, 7-5, and Murray had
already earned a berth in the regional by
simply making the district finale. The
Marshals opened the tournament Wednesday
bybeating Calloway County before the Tigers
dispatched of the Lakers 14-6 Thursday.
Murray High 7.
Marshall Co. 1
4 1 1 0
Eddie Requarth, 2b
2 0 2 2
Thomas Kendall, 3b
5 0 2
Bruce Taylor, lb
-3 1 1 0
Brad Taylor, ss
3 1 0 0
John Denham,c
2 1
4
Bill Milton, cf
3 1 1 2
Alan Gibbs, p
4 0 0 0
Tony Herndon, dh
3 2 1 1
Scott Hill, If
7 10 8
31
Totals
25 1 3 1
Marshall Co
Pitching
ip r er h bb so hbp
7 1 1 3 8 15 0
Alan Gibbs(5-0 )
2 6 5 7 3 1 0
Joe Eaton(MC)
5._1 1 3 4 1 1
Matt Sickling

Murray High hurler Alan Gibbs above) had some tight moments,such as a
crucial bases-loaded strikeout in the fourth inning (far. right). But he

'Magic' Decides On Professional Career
By the Associated Press
EAST LANSING, Mich. —
In the end, Earvin Johnson.
decided the challenge of
professional
playing
basketball was more alluring
than another year as the
campus • darling of Michigan
State cage fans.

Fla. St. Pounds Bearcats
By the Associated Press
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.. —
Host and top-seeded Florida
State pounded four home runs
Friday to crush Cincinnati 13-3
in the Metro Conference
baseball tournament.
In other games, Tulane
edged Virginia Tech 4-3; St.
Louis. edged Louisville 11-10
and Memphis State beat
Virginia Tech 5-1,
— Louisville and Virginia Tech
Were eliminated, while Tulane
ind Florida State advanced to
a Saturday noon meeting.
Don Milner drilled a three-

VOTE

HELEN SPANN
No. 1 on Ballot

o•

Three Days.
Three Dinners.
One Special Price.
TUESDAY

Sizzlm Sirloin Steak Dinner

MONDAY
Chopped Steak
Dinner

WEDNESDAY
Chicken Fried
.1 h,,p

"So next season...I'll be draft him, but that decision I do both." But he declareo he
have not made. I believe was behind Earvin whatever
turning pro."
The Los Angeles Lakers Earvin Johnson will easily be his decision.
Johnson said he stayed up
pick first in the draft, and the m,ost exciting . player to
have indicated they are keen play in the NBA since Julius until 4 e.m. Friday making up
his mind — and there were
on Johnson. He went to Los Erving."
MSC Coach Jud Heathcote plenty of arguments pulling
Angeles earlier this week to
-had a predictable reaction to him toward home. Saturday
get a-took at the city.
"It was nice — .the only Johnson's announcement, midnight was the deadline to
thing I don't—like is the gas which he said means the announce.
lanky JOhnsori,., who.
Utiu '
_Spartans..inatead_sta_ super
Jab rison
referring to California's club, will be just a good.club" dazzled Spartan fans and
opponents with his ballnext season.
gasoline shortage.
"I thought of two things, handling wizardry, only
In Los • Angeles, Lakers
owner Jack _Kent Cooke said vomit and suicide," Heathcote touched on the importance of
the "chances are good we will said wryly. "And I might still money in making his decision.

4

CITY COUNCIL-WARD B

,

So Friday, he announced
he's cutting short-his college
career after two brilliant
years and turning pro. And he
said the millions of dollars
waiting for him were not as
important as testing his skills
against the best players in the
game.

NCAA championship this
spring after two straight Big
Ten ,titles.' But the 6-foot-8
"Magic Man — said the
decision still was not easy.
"It's been rough, you know
- I've been going thiough a
lot," the Lansing hometown
hero told a packed news
conference. "I thought it
would be best for me. It'll bee
challenge to me to go to the
NBA and test my skills. We
did a lot in college that I
thought would take four years
— but it took only two."

run homer in a four-run first • Karl Scheuermann gave
inning to start the Florida Tulane a 4-0 lead in the fifth
-iIng with a three-run home
State onslaught. Mike Fuerktes
State
The
Michigan
, but Dave Richardson
added a two-run home run in
flash,
he's
saying
sophomore
two-run
a
the eighth, Jeff Ledbetter a came back, with
shed
about
accompli
for
seventh
the
in
homer
the
in,
three-run home run
everything possible as a
ninth and Don DeLoach added Virginia Tech.
Spartan, will offer himself in
to
lead
the
cut
The
Gobblers
ninth.
the
a two-run blast in
the June 25 Natio&a;
the
loaded
and
ninth
the
Ledbetter, the designated 4-3 in
BasketbakyAssociation draft
Frank
starter
agaianst
bases
five
and
hitter, had a double
The ichnouncement came as
came
Pursell
Joey
(6-51.
Wills
RBI in the game. Dick
, no surprise, since the 19-yearan
on
Atkins
Scott
get
to
on
eight
worked
Wiggins 1-3)(
old Johnson led MSU to 'J.infield pop.
innings to take the victory.
Cincinnati catcher Bill
Fitzpatrick had a pair of solo
homers. The losing pitcher
was Jim Martini (9-3).

In
• °124.•-i

finished with a 15-strikeout performance to push the Tigers to a 7-1 victory
over Marshall County and the Sixth District baseball title.
Staff Photos by Tony Wilson
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SIRLOIN STOCKADE.

Quality that keeps you commn'back.
Bel-Air Center
Murray
(

Nelson Has Chance
For Lead In Byron
Nelson Golf Classic

By the Associated Press
Despite a little
sand in the eye, Larry Nelson
made the kcy shot which put
him right in the middle of the
chase for the $54,000 first
place prize in the Byron
Nelson GOlf Classic today.
Nelson was 7-under with two
holes to play to complete his
rain-delayed second round
today. He made an eagle-2 on
the 397-yard par-4 second hole
in the gathering gloom Friday
with a 4-iron to put him in
position to take the lead going
into the third round scheduled
for later today.
"During practice I hit the
ground behind the ball and got
'sand in my eye," Nelson said.
''For that reason I think I was
scared tlii stay down on my
iron shots. I really stayed
down on that shot. I think the
sand thing helped me concentrate."
It was a wild day in the
second round of the $300,000
tournament.. There were two
rain delays totaling 2.hours 45
minutes. Besides the rain it
was cold with a 17 mph wind
and 55-degree temperatures
numbing the players over the
par35-35 70 Preston Trail
Golf Club course which filayed
long with its soaked 6,993
yards. .
-Tom Watson, a victim of the
rain when he soared to 4-overpar on the last four holes, was
the clubhouse leader with a 4-

pALLAS —

f

under-par 136--en. a Stru..
second-day 72.,
However, George Burns.
under-par for the tournam.with - three holes to pia,.
Lanny Vi'adkins with a
under-par with two tor'..
play, and Calvin Peete
under-par with three ti .„,,
stood excellent chanc.cblowing by Watson.
defending champion.
"I didn't play that V. ,
Nelson said. "We had a LI
bare lies in the mud out trt,r,
It was hard to make your -,
go at it. I was very tenati%
On his eagle, the
bounced a foot short
skipped into the hole.
"I wanted to hit a 5-iron
my caddy, HerbSteverir.
handing me the .4-ir
Nelson said, laughinv
was right. We were gin
a pretty stiff wind."
Eight players withdr. .
the miserable dn
darkness caught 12
the, cour—'
still
Wadkins, -who had
'Withdrew after a po"
holes, was visibly
Jack Tuthill, the tourr:,,
director for the Profc..
Golfers Association.
_ Tuthill explained,
basic policy . is everything possible tr,
on schedule."
Watson- refusedto hinna,
weather for his demise

We make house calls, every afternoon.
Guaranteed.
Y1111 don't get many services these days, but
there's one that's still available. Convenient
home delivery of The Murray Ledger &
Times,every day.
Give us a call now and we'll have The Murray
Ledger & Times delivered to you.
Like we said, it's guaranteed. If your Murray

Ledger & Times evex arrives wet or torn, or
doesn't arrive at all, call us between 5:30-6
PM. We'll send a car out with a fresh copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times to your door that
very evening.
Now's the time to arrange for our guaranteed
"house call" service All it takes is a phone
call. -

Mi!ieiray
Ledger & Times
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Rau TossesjOne-Hitter
At Expos; Braves'Jeff
Burroughs Bombs Forsch

4

By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Doug Rau must have felt a
pang of anguish, watching
Chris Speier's hit sail over
Ron Cey's head. But it wasn't
nearly as painful as the hurt
Bob Forsch felt, watching Jeff
Burroughs' hit sail over the
wail,

edged Philadelphia
New
York shut out San Diego 4-0
and Chicago defeated Houston
5-3.
It was the second time
Speier had done this to Rau.
He cad it with a leadoff single
in the eighth inning in a game
four seasons ago when he was
with San Francisco. Rau still
wound up with his first victory
after four losses.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
When Speier chopped the
ball off the Dodger Stadium
turf and into left field for a
clean single with two outs in
the eightthinning Friday night,
all Rau lost was his no-hitter.
But by that time Los Angeles
had pounded four home runs
and wrapping up the one-hit 70 victory over the Montreal
Expos was merely a formality
for Rau.
When Burroughs pounced on
Eorsch's fastball leading off
the seventh inning, though, it
broke up more than a nohitter. It also broke a
scoreless tie and started the
Atlanta Braves on their way to
a 3-0 victory over Forsch and
the St. Louis Cardinals.
In the rest of the National
League, Cincinnati beat
Pittsburgh 8-4, San Francisco

Giants 2, Phillies 1
Bob Knepper, who had
blanked the Phillies last May
1, shut them out for seven,
innings this time and took
matters into his own hands at
the plate, too.

Braves 3, Cardinals 0
Bob Forsch, who had thrown
a no-hitter last year and was
trying to go one up on his
brother, Ken who pitched one
for Houston against Atlanta
this year), had retired the first
15 Braves he faced and 16 of
the first 18.

In the fourth inning he hit a
double off Steve Carlton to
break a scoreless tie after
I.eMaster
had
Johnnie
singled. The winning run was
Darrell Evans' homer ki the
sixth.

But Burroughs jumped on a
2-0 pitch in the seventh inning
and ended the no-hitter and
shutout and sadoffed the
winless Forsch with his third
loss. The Braves added two
unearned runs in the eighth.

Mets 4, Padres 0
Steve Henderson walked
and John Stearns hita two-run
homer in the fourth inning,
then Henderson hOmered in
the eighth as the Mets handed
San Diego rookie Steve Mura
his first loss and ended their
fourgame losing streak.

Reds 8,Cubs 4
Cincinnati's Dave Concepcion had a pair of singles, a
triple, a homer and four runs
batted in against Chicago.
Junior Kennedy, a reserve
getting a chance because

Cubs 5, Astros 3
Barry Foote's run-scoring
double highlighted a three-run
second inning that helped the
Cubs hand Houston its sixth
loss in eight games.

Fidrych, Tigers Fall 5-1
To Brewers; California,
Baylor Run Past Yankees

Maim

he
tever
• I up
ng up
were
ling
day
.ne to
who,
and
ballonly
ce of
.I ion.

second baseman Joe Morgan
is injured, was just about as
big at the plate for the Reds.
He had four singles and scored
four runs.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The crowd chanted, "Go,
• Bird, Go" - and in the fifth
inning, Mark Fidrych did.
AMERICAN L.:AGUE
a

"I just stunk," said the
Detroit pitcher after leaving
early during a 5-1 loss to the
Milwaukee Brewers
Friday
_
night.
The start was the first appearance by Fidrych at Tiger
Stadium since April 17, 1978 .
He lasted 51-3 innings Friday
night, a victim of three runs in
the sixth -"two on a double by
Paul Molitor.
In other American League
games, Baltimore whipped
Seattle
8-3;
califorma
defeated the Yankees 4-1;
Texas beat Toronto 3-1;
Minnesota edged Cleveland 43; Kansas City trimmed White
Sox 5-3 and Boston routed
Oakland 11-2.
While Fidrych was the main
attraction, Detroit-born Lary.
Sorensen of the Brewers was
the star, pitching a five-hitter.
Orioles 8, Mariners 3
Al Bumbry and John
Lowenstein blasted home runs
and Steve Stone hurled a sixhitter to lead Baltimore past
Seattle. It was the Orioles'
18th victory in their last 21
games and fourth straight
over Seattle.
Stone gave up all o Seattle's
runs in the first inning, when
Willie Horton hit a two-run
homer. Burnbry hit his homer
leading off the first and
Lowenstein's three-run blast
highlighted a four-run burst in
. the third.
Angels 4, Yankees 1
Don Baylor hit a three-run
homer in the fourth inning and
Jim Barr scattered eight hits
forhis first American League
victory as California defeated
New York,

Baylor's fifth homer of the to Randall's hit.
season was the Angels' only
Hot-handed Mike Marshall,
hit of the inning, but it 6-1, pitched the last two infollowed right fielder Reggie nings in relief of Twins starter
Jackson's two-base muff of Paul Hartzell.
Dan Ford's fly ball and a walk •
to Rod Carew.
White Sox 5, Royals 3
• Bill Nahorodny:and Ralph
Rangers 3, Blue Jays 1
Garr hit two-run homers to
Bill Sample scored one run lead Chicago over Kansas
and drove in another to help City. Nahorodny's third
Texas beat Toronto for Jon homer capped a three-run
Matlack's first victory of the second and Garr's fourth
season. The left-hander came in the fifth to snap a 3-3
scattered six hits in only his tie after the Royals had scored
third start of the season after twice in the top of the fifth
being plagued by bone chips in without the aid of a hit.
his pitching elbow.
. _Red Sox 11, A's 2
Carl Yastrzemski and Butch
Twins 4, Indians 3
Hobson had two hits apiece in
Bob Randall's double in the an eight-run fourth inning as
ninth scored Ron JaAsaa with Boston breezed past Oakland.
the winning run, leading
Yastrzemski ignited the
Minnesota over Cleveland. uprising against Oakland
Jackson had doubled off loser starter Matt Keough with a
Sid Monge with two outs prior single.

Sports Briefs

Selections Made
For NCAA Baseball
By.the Associted Press
WILLIMANTIC, Conn. Eastern Connecticut State
College, Brandeis University
and Pace University were
selected Friday for the NCAA
Northeast
Division
III
regional baseball tournament:
ESC will be host for the
May 22-25 tournament.
Eastern Connecticut has a
record of 25-12. Brandeis, in
Waltham, Mass., is 24-2 and
No. 1 among Division III New
Pace
England
teams.
University of New York has a
19-9 record.
The other three teams in the
Northeast tourney will be
named next week. The winner
of the Six-team competition
will go to the national finals

June 1-3 in Marietta, Ohio.
BOWLING
TUCSON, Ariz. API Donna Adamek is the only
undefeated bowler and the top
seed going into Saturday's
finals of the 19th annual
Women's
International
Bowling Congress Queens
Tournament.
Adamek of Monrovia, Calif.,
averaging 218 for 24 games,
defeated Jeannette Adam of
Liverpool, N.Y., 841-793, Pat
Costello of Union City, Calif.,
988-910, and Sandra Bigley of
Ventura, Calif., 880-697, in
Friday's semifinals.
In today's final round,
Costello, averaging almost:
227, meets Shinobu Saitoh of
Tokyo, Japan.

ATTENTION
. TRUCKERS!!!

•

Murray High won its 12th straight game and its second consecutive Sixth
District title yesterday, whipping Marshall County 7-1 in the finals. The

_
Tigers host the Second Region tournament, which begins Tuesday at Reagan
Field.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson

Spurs, Suns Take Pivotal Wins
By the Associated Press
The victory gave the upstart nights every now and then," playoffs.
SAN ANTONIO, Texas - Spurs a commanding 3-1 lead added Gervin, the NBA
Forty-two points and playoff in the best-of-seven NBA scoring champion for two
"Seattle was doing a good
pressure notwithstanding, it Eastern Conference cham- consecutive seasons. "We've job with their defense, but we
was just another night at the pionship series. The reeling got a 3-1 lead and they've got
office for the Iceman.
Bullets, ,the defending NBA their backs to the wall."
"This is my job and the job champions, must win at home
The Spurs were nursing a 60is .not ,over yet," unruffled Sunday o else be eliminated.
59 lead with 8:11 remaining in
George dervin-.said Friday
In Seattle, Phoenix used the third quarter when Gervin
night after he poured in 42 stellar defense to take a 99-93 took charge 4nd scored the
points - including a near:---victory and a .3-2 lead in their . team's next 18 points.
recard 20 in a crucial third- Western Conference ChamSuns 99,Soaks 93
quarter surge - to spark the pionship series with the
A triumph over the slumSan Antonio Spars to a 118-102 Supersonics.
ping Sonics in Game 6 in
A speech by former
playoff victory over the shell"It was just one of those Phoenix on Sunday will send Calloway County schools
shocked Washington Bullets.
nights. You have one of those the Suns into the NBA finals Superintendent Buron Jeffrey
for the first time since 1976, and the honoring of 27 senior
when they lost a hard-fought athletes
highlighted
a
series to the Boston Celtics..
recognition dinner sponsored
by the Calloway Colinty High
The defeat left the Sonics, Athletic Booster Club last
who lost a seven-game series night at the school's cafeteria.
Major League Standings
to the Washington Bullets, in
The
seniors,
who.
their first appearance in the represented nine sports, were'
NATIONAL LEAGUE
AMERICAN LEAGUE
NBA finals a year ago, on the all given plaques. Those
EAST
EAST
brink
of elimination from the honored were: cheerleaders
W
L
Pct.
W
L
Pet GB
Philadelphia
724
21
8
.656
Baltimore
21 11
- Konda Stubblefield, LaDon
Montreal
19
9
679
633
Boston
1
-19 11
Dowdy, Ellen Mahan, Jan
Chicago
13
12
520
594
Milwaukee
2
19 13
Colt League
15 14
517
Potts and Karol Kemp;
New York
1, St. Louis
536
16 15
Pittsburgh
.407
11 16
Detroit
440
11 14
Boys basketball - Kenny
New
York
.357
tO 18
Cleveland
.345 10 19
Sig-nup Is Set
McCuiston, Scott Barrow,
WEST
Toronto
.258 12kt
8 23
Cincinnati
18 12
.600
WEST
David Cohoon, Kenny Erwin,
.563
Houston
16 14
1
724
Minnesota
21
8
The Colt League baseball Craig Rogers, Ricky Garland
Los Angeles
It 18
.471
1
California
31-.1
.594
19 13
Sari Francisco
15 17
469
4
signup and draft will be held and William Schindler;
Texas
.552 5
16 13
San Diego
12 20
7
.375
Kansas Cit.
6
516
16 15
Girls -basketball - Rose
7', tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. at the
Atlanta
10 19
.345
1
.500 6,
Chicago
15 15
Colt League Park,says league Ross, Stephanie Wyatt, Dawn
Friday Games
Oakland
t
.375 10,
12 20
Cincinnati 8, Pittsburgh 4
.303 13
Seattle
10 23"
Redden and Mimi WinPresident Wayne Wilson.
Atlanta 3, St. Louis 0
Friday's Games
chester;
Chicago 5, Houston 3
Texas 3, Toronto 1
New York 1, San Diego 0
Football- Mark Herndon,
Baltimore 8, Seattle 3

just kept with it and showed
some perserverance," said
MacLeod. "I thought it was a
very good game for us."

Laker Booster Club
Sponsors Banquet

Sports At A Glance

Iliiiston 11, Oakland 2
Cabiorrua 4, New York 1
Milwaukee 5, Detroit 1
Minnesota 4, Cleveland 3
Chicago S. }Camas City 3
• Saturday's Games
Texas !Matlack 0-2! at Toronto 1.47'
origello 0-4!
California !D Miller 14 or Barlow
at New York iTiant 041
Oakland Langford 1-4) at Boston Turret 3-1
Milwaukee I Travers 1-2/ at Detroit No
zerna 1-2:
Cleveland (Paxton 24) at Minnesota
!Gott: 4-31
Seattle !Honeycutt 1-41 at Baltimore
Flanagan 5-21, in )
Kansas City IGura • 1-41 at Chicago
Trout 1-11. (n)
----Sunday's Games
Milwaukee at Detroit
Texas at Toronto. 2
Seattle at Baltimore
Oakland at Boston
California at New York
Kansas City at Chicago
Cleveland at Minnesota

LDS Angeles 7, Montreal 0
San Francisco 2, Philadelphia 1
Saturday's Games
Cincinnati !Norman 1-4) at Pittsburgh
I Kison 1-1
Philadelphia Lerch 2-11 at San Francisco (Halicki 2-31
Chicago (Holtzman 2-2 and McGlothen
3-3) at Houston !Forsch 3-2 and Williams
,t-n1
Atlanta iM.Mahler 0.3, at St. Louis
'Martinez 1-11, (n1
New York !Falcone 0-3, at San Diego
Owchinko 0-1
Montreal (Sanderson 2-2) at Los Angeles ( Hooton 3-2 , int
Sunday's Games
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh
Atlanta at St. Louis
1
Chic* at tfauStdrt
MontreaLal Los Angdes
New York at San Diego
Philadelphia at San Francisco

NBA Playoffs

Best of Seven Series
Eastern Conference Finals
Game 1
San Antonio 118, Washington 97
Semifinal Round
Game 2
Best of Sesen Series
Washington 115, San Antonio 95
Series 'I.
Game 3
Game 1
San Antonio 116, Washington 114
New York Rangers 4, New. York Isiar,dFriday's Game
ers 1
San Antonio 118, Washington 102
Game
Sunday's GaMe
New York Islanders 4. New )
San Antonio at Washington
Rangers 3. OT
Wednesday's Game
Game I
Washington at San Antonio. ni. if necNew York Rangers 3, New York Isla
,
' essary
ers 1
Friday. May 111
Game 4
San Antonio at Washington, " n if necNew York Islanders 3, New york
essary
Rangers 2, OT
Game 5
Weatero Conference Finals
New York Rangers 4, New York Isli,!
Game 1
ers
Seattle HO, Phoenix 97
Game 6
Game 2
New York Rangers 2. New York 1
Seattle 103, Phoenix 97
ens 1
Game 3
Phoenix 113, Seattle OM
Series '1
Game 4
Game
Phoenix 100. Seattle 91
Montreal 4, Boston 2
Friday's Game
Game 2
Phoenix 99. Seattle 93
Montreal 5, Boston 2
Game
Sunday.
'
Game 3
Seattle at Phoenix
Boston 2, Montreal 1
Thursday's Game
Game 4
Phoenix at Seattle. IRA. If necessary
Boston 4, Montreal 3, OT
Game 5
Montreal 5, Plosion 1
Genie
Beaton 5, Montreal 2
Thursday's Game
Montreal 5, Boston 4. DT
Phial Round
Tielliscribers also hav• not
Best of Seven Series
received thee home delivered
Seeks It.
Copy of The Murray Ledger L
Sunday
New York Rangers at Montreal
fines by 5 30 p.m Monday
Tuesday.
friday or Ip• 330 pm on
New York Rangers at Montreal

NHL Playoffs

Booster Club

To Hold Auction
Calloway County High
students will soon be contacting
businesses
farl
donations for a June 22 auction
to be sponsored by the---.
Calloway County Booster
Club.
Those interested in making
donations should call 753-3303
orjftertp.m,436-2454 or 759• '
4716,

Tommy Fike, John -Canady,
Steve Enoch, Roy WillipS
and Howard Garland;
Baseball - Sh4n SIM;
mons, Kelly White, Garland
and McCuiston;
Girls track and cross
country - Ross, Mahan,
Wyatt, Charlotte Coursey;
Boys track, and cross
country - Rushing, Dan
Warren;
Golf-Tommy Fike.
Principal Jerry Ainley also
presented junior Mina Todd
with a certificate representing
her selection to the CourierJournal third-team all-state
basketball squad. Ross, who
was honorable mention, also
received a certificate.
.The players and managers
of the First Region champion
girls basketball team were
given sew-on patches to
signify the achievement.

NOTICE
CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESTAURANT
Overlooking Beautiful Ky. Lake

Will Now Be Open Everyday
(Except Monday

436-5496

HEED
THE WARNING

MISS YOUR PAPER?.

Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in as
well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model,3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the road
experience alylia good background, then do yourself a favor and.contact Carl McBride (901)784-4951 at Hiunbolt, Tn.
•
•

Thursday
Montreal at New York Rangers. 11, `,
Saturday May 19
4
Montreal at New York Rangers 11
'
Monday May 21
New York Rangers at Montreal
rosary
Thursday. May £4
Montreal at New York Hanger' 11'
If necessary
Saturday May
New York Rangers at Montreal. If ""
emery

Speeding toward us is the summer sun.
For ways to put the brakes on heat, get the free
folder Home Weatherizing Checklist.

Satvrdays Ore urged to cell
753-1916 between 5-30 p nt
and 6 p.m , Monday Friday or
330 p.m and 4 p m Satyr
days, to insure delivery of the
mwspieper

Calls

must

be

slocui by 6 p nu weekdays or
4 p.m Sortimdayeto ovarantoo
dotivory

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
..7•010
"
1"."`
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17. MUtCAL

LIME WANTADSI BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
2. NOTECi

NOTICE

REWARD

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger 8, Times
Departments
Are As Follows

Highly Re-Warding career in
Sales itur6RNAtiO4AL
°nom/Minn needs Career
minded representatives to
Service and increase
established accounts RAPID advancement oikuortunity available based -0W
merit most have a car and
be bondable
Send
joh :
rimboe
ief.rresome to

Society

News

and
753-1 9 18

Sports

PO Box 204
Hopkinsvise. Ky. 42240

Retail Display od
vertising 753-1919
Classified Display
Classified Circuloti
on and the Business
Office

BIBLE CALL
tiebr Friday, Saturday &
Sunday 'The Power of

may

be
753
1916 ond 753-1917

reached

Mete Copy

your Life,'
or
7 5 9 • 4 4 4 4,
Satan

in

Machine
Sales & Service
TWIN LAKES

"Children's Story, God
calls Abram," 759-

on

OFFICE PRODUCTS

wis-stas

4445.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
4
2 Yugoslav
leader
3 Monarrimedan noble
4 Mortar and

ACROSS
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
1 Walk
0000
13 UnI200
5 Circle part
12131:113013 OBICICICR3
8 Seasoning
12 Clock
00 ODUUDOD 1010
13 Chk.er
BUG ODOM OHO
Sandara
c
5
14 Ox- of
OULU MO 010100
6 Male Sheep
Celebes
OMMUMO 000003
7 Punishes
15 Great busUOU
QUO
8 Planet
tard
MOM] MUMMA
16 Wine Cub
9 Later
UM= MU UNOM
10 Booty „....
17 Sound a
U1110 MilEICIO 131313
11 Makes lace
horn
IMEICIEIGI
18 Baggage
'49 Babylonian
000000 OUOUOU
carrier
deity
EICIE13111 MEM
21 Siamese.na20 Gymnastic
lives
feats
41 Float in aii
32 S-snaped_.
23 Strict
22 Note of
molding
Scale
- 42 Pedal ex24 Small rug
35 Toward rear
25 Hindu gar23 Heavenly
.tremities
of ship
merit
body,
13 Peruvian In36 Yearly
24 Partner
26 Number
dian
38 Three-toed
e
27 Hurriedly
27 SOuth-frftr
sloth
can antelope 28 Prohibit
44 Let it stand
39 Need
31 Man'S nick- 29 Possess
45 Stockings
40 Appellation
name
..
30 New Zea48 Female ruff
of Athena
32 Unlocks.
.and parrot
33 Reverence
/1113 i
3 6
8 9
7
34 Colorful
birds
14
12
36 Girl's name
13II
15
17
37 Observed
16II
38 Article
2.5
.
18
t9
39 Squandered
21
42 End
46 Century
JIll
ill
plant
2S26
2711112 WI30
17 Anger
19 Old /*reposi- 31
illll
llll
tion
50 Approach
38 1
51 Robert E 37Ill
52 High cards
40
42
39
53 Mountain
41111
WillW1
lake

co

iiia

.

1111

34 llllllgall

a irsllll

ae

54 Still
55 Tardy
DOWN
' Halt

5.
33

III

WI

52111
ill

Csewiete Tiowees
Shocks
*ekes
Laketon Systems'
Comierter Ilelancing
(Artelmotive)
large Truck Wli..t Baia.
ciao]
Oil, Akers, & Lobs
lotteries, Hoses, Belts
(Arlo Accessories, etc.)
nu( INSPECTION
Complete line of car, truck,
fano tires, tire shop IL road
service

2. NOTICE
F REt STORE 759.45
GOD IS LOVE 1 Jotin 4:11.
But seek ye firSt the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness and all these
things shall be added unto
YOU " Matthew 6 33, 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE 759
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store. Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12 30 on WSJ P.
OPENING
SOON! Diggs
Sleep World
All types
mattresses and box springs
innerspring, foam, flotation,
Discount
prices. Largest
selection this area. Sealy and
King Koil. 211 Wood St
Paris, TN.(Next to Nat Gas
Oftke)- Wait -atici see us you'll be glad you did.

$32.00 per hour
Free Estimate
153-6391
,

Dick
Overby-Gen.
Mgr.
John Newberry-Serv.
Mgr.

Paris, TN.
Dance, Friday 11th
and Saturday 12th
Featuring

"Tennessee
Trash"

Fuseia;
Ivy
Geranium; Swedish
Ivy;
Geraniums;
Gloxina;
Ferns;
Mums; and Begonias;
and Many more:
. Large baskets
$5 to $10
Potted Plants
From $1.50
ALso large selection of
bedding and vegetable
plants, 50 to 75 cents a
box.
Located on Hwy.
641, 4 miles south of
Puryear.
I 9011642-8168.

S4II

NEED SOMEONE to mow
yard for summer, in Lynn
Grove area. 435-4521.
ONE COOK'S helper, one .
combination dis)-twasher and
cleanuup
motel rooms.
Kentucky Lake Lodge, Highway 68 in Aurora, KY. call
474 2259
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
baby sitter for 3 children.
Call 492 878.4 anytime.
WANTED-. DELIVERY
man, apply in person„
Kentucky Candy Company,
A IMO, KY

1 CUSTOM DOZING

AMIETS
POST 45

From The
Potting Shed

861P,GENERAL RESTAU
RANT
help. Call 436,
5496 for op
po.ntment. Cypress
Springs
Restaurant, New
Concord,
KY
NEEDED IMMEDI
an auto parts and ATELY
paints
salesman.
Salary
a/us
commission, 525,000
cal and expenses possible.
furnishe
d
Apply with past work
record
to P.O. Box 32
R, Murray,
fcr

Would the people
who were formerly employed
by:
R.6. Fishing
Supplies
Please Call 7538821.

..1)IAdvanced,
Inc. '

Mother's Day
Gift Plants

6. HELP WANTED
CHRISTIAN LADY to cook
at Johnathan Creek Baptist
Assembly
Experience in
institutional cooking helpful,
but not essential. Call 354flisstor interview.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators Apply
in
person,
Calloway
Manufacturing
Company,
i Poplar St., Murray, KY .

9. SITUOIONS WANTED
WOMEN WOULD like to
hang wall paper and paint.
Call after 3 pm,437 4617.
WANT TO do daytime
babysitting in your home,
Mondayy. through Friday, 7
till 5 Call after 5 pm, 436
5578
to. BUS% OPPORTUNITY
NATIONAL COMPANY in
Largest
field
needs
representative...now!
Low
,nvestment, higli
return,
sound company. Will buY
back if not successful Call
'594780 between 8 - 30 and
.2 30 am.

U PICK Strawberries hi lei
and Poor Farm roao
.•
Open 7 am to 7 pm. cic.
0195

It's A
Fact
Free Sift
Wrapping
Is A Sx'tiaii

I'

Starks Nardwars
12th &Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING
5. LOST & FOUND
FOUND: FE/1/.._..7.
Setter Found ,r
Johnny Robertsc..r
94W. 759 1866
LOST Four
C.
kitten ,n no c.,,Tior'-...pc
Farmer Ave. ar.i.1.1811-,Stree:
if found, please .1,IM 753 7650

1

MARE
MONEY
DURING YOUR SPARE
T
I
N
E
!
She• our New Lined
Galendars,Pens and Advertsing gitts--- to local firms. Prompt,
friendly service from small
town, 70 year old, AAA-1 Company. Weekly commissions.
No investment or calections.
Re your own Boss. Full tithe
potential No esperience
necessary Write Richard
Lowe, NEWTON MFG. CO„
Dept 1136, Newton, Iowa
50208

SWIMMING
POOL
distributor has surplus brand
new first quality above
ground family pools corn
pIete with ,
pjlter, ladder,
sun deck, stairs, pump,
completely installed only
5796 No money down, terms
arranged to fit your budget.
Call warehouse toll free in
Kentucky area 1-800 292 9438
Elsewhere call collect.(502)
458 1562.

PEANUTS

MkSE ,OL) SHOULDN'T
Tft, TO SINE AT ALL

(IF NOV GET TOO E/002
THELL THROW LOU
_INTO A CA6E!

•

PERSON

HOW WOULD 40U LIKE
TO SPEND THE REST OF
OUR LIFE HANGING IN
A CAGE 50MEWI-IERE ?

WELL,(1 15 SOMETHING
TO CONSiDEg !Oak,

IL..

HM, ---A FAN
PARDON ME ---HOW
SL THINK I'LL f_ ABOUT HAVING A
\s, GIVE HER AT.
SODA
THRILL
WITH
I

IN

-

/

BOTHER 1
ME --I'M BUSY)

1N
PER SCN

IDERSON

ri •
114,111,

1979 unlee F•al,e

BEETLE BAILEY
I CAN'T
LOSE ANY
WEIGHT!

IT'S
WORKING
AROUND
ALLTHIS

‘?

ft

LUCKY FOR ME
(
I
'
M NOT- WORKING
AROUND 6000
FOOD.'

FOOD:

BLUM
f
WHEN HERB
-SEES Ti-iE NEW DRESS
I SOJCv-IT
ScREANI

;"4)
E.., 4

C-ENCH HIS PiSTS AND
BANG. HIS HEAD AGAINST
77-iE WALL.

--

SUSAVESSS
5,0011.131 ye 7,000.00
If you have ever considered
vending as a part-tune income
e
IS THE TIME' With
the purchase of 10 machines
DIRECT FROM rHE FACTORY, you can save 85 to r
thousand dollars Now start
your own vending route or add
to your present business 5
year factory warranty, most
machines
LESS THAN
3500 00 Complete line to
choose from including Hot
Food. Magazine, Stereo Tape.
Gum A Mint, Snacks, Maps,
Cracker All dispense national
advertised products Call
TOLL FREE
1-1100-3274191,
10.474

14. WENT TO Birf--HALF ROUND, light treated
wood fence posts, any amount. Call 753 8156
WANTED TO buy standing
timber, top prices paid. 489
2334 •
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE - Nails 8 and 16CC
sinkers 50 no box 515 50,
styrofoam insulation • ," 4)(8
$2 40, 1- 4 X 8 13.80; particle
ward five eighths inch .1.7(8
se 25, plywood '2" 4)(8 57 50,
five eighths irifh 4)9 $8.25,
3,- 4X8 $1100; exterior
sding 4)(lt $7.00 and up,
paneling 80 selections of 4X8
sheets from $2.95 to $7 75,
cedar closet lining 4X8 $5.00.
cieors-S5.75 and upi, cabinet
topping 30 cents SO
ft ,
vanities $60 and up, tub kits
S30 and up, shower stalls
$135 complete. carpet 53.50
so yd by the roll only, inside
window shutters 10 cents
vertical inch; kitchen 5' base
and wall cabinet $120. Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc., Hwy 45,
one mile So. Martin, TN
38737. Phone: 19011 587 3000.
Open Saturday till 3 pm.
HOSPITAL BED and mat
rress, both in real good
condition. Cal/ 753 1803 after
4 prn.

14 ft. POLARCRAFT
Jon .boat, 25 hp Johnson motor, electric
start, with trailer..
Also a camper topper
to fit a long wheel base
truck. Call 437-4846.

NAV

HIDE A bed spta, traditional
sofa, 2 barrell back chairs; 3
French tables; all like new
GE stereo system; 4 steel
belted radials, B 78X13, CB
base antenna; ,saw table.
Call 753 5342

„.e.gd1 DA RL(NIG ,.
DI O YOU
SHOW THE BABIES
TO YifluR ANCESTORS
THEY ARE VVAIT1N.

LTD FORD car, one
powet ilnd air, in
...owner,
perfect shape
pickup, needs repair. 21"
perfectansdha pw
eh
i toe
b ack
tSeeleavr si n

ANCESTORS,. Loot<
UPON YOUR 22 MG'
GENERATION. A BOY
AND A GIRL' OUR
LINE GOES CIN.,
I Mist
NOW.

N84A/G•4R

TALk:DON'T DROP

4.,
4A..

FOR SALE: Frigidare chest
type freezer, 14 cubic feet.
Phone 753 2670 after 4 pm.
HOT POINT stove and
refrigerator.
Also
miscellaneous items. Cali
753-0177.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS

PRP
1111Clidll
CLEANERS

•

For factory authorized parts,
sales, and service call In)
642-7619 Located at 102 W.
Washington St., Court Square,
Parts, TN,

IS. SEWING MACHINES
SEWING MACHINE with
cabinet, just like new. $150.
Call 753-8200.
19. FARM EQUIP.
CASE 1150 TRACK loader,
excellent all the way,$11,000.
(6151 232-7404.
40 FOOT HAY elevator with
gasoline motor. Call 75).18441
GILSON TRAILER, 5 hp,
like near. 753 1348.

1976 Planter Monitor,
Dickey John, Four Row, new,
a bargain,$273
1977 Chisel Plow, 14 ft
Athens, almost new $1,130
1177 Grain Wagon, Farm
King. excellent condition,
$775
1176 Planter, Fond. 4 row,
needs minor repair,$775
1/76 Plow, Ford, 4 furrow,
good condition 3925.
1375 Cultivator. Thrifty, 4
row, good condition,$475
1975 Buati & Bog Disk,
Rome, 12 ft., ideal for new
ground,11,125
1973 Chevrolet, Grain
Truck. C85, heavy aide, 14 ft.
tied. overhauled 1971 ezcellent candiUcw,a7,54:01.
Call 753-3770 or 753-0531
HEAVY
DUTY
tri axle
trailer, $2000 16151 232 7404
1974,
135
MASSEY
FERGUSON
diesel, 1100
A urs.r
hours.
8 4op
pieces
w so of
onpr
g equipme
nt
say
Call 753 7787
NOTHING BETTER than
Adams hard surfaced plow
points, regular plow points,
disk blades Get our price
before
you buy. Vinson
Tractor Company, 753 4892.
-_
-

SCAFFOLI WAGONS
New. Sturdy, 24' long.
See Bob Nanney 107
4th St. or Phone 7534937 or 753-1951 nights.

heaVl'aluminum flat
bottom dutyboa t And a Case 3
point hitch, 2 roll corn drill,
perfect
ands
'
ed
u6 2383iir
e1 143
Csell
conditioners. 753 1551 or 7539104

2/. MOS. HOME SALES
12 X 50 1912 PEERLESS
TRAILER, furnished
gas
heat, located on lot no 74,
Shady Oaks, or phone (502)
898 6189.
1974, 12 X 70 TUFCO
MOBILE home, furnished, 2
bedrooms, 2 full baths, tin
derpinned with large porch,
57450 /538260 Located at
215
Riveria Courts.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
NICE TWO bedroom mobile
home, no pets, $75 deposit,
$150 per month.753 4808.
12 *60 TRAILER FOR rent,
see Mrs. Brandon Dill at
Dill's Trailer Court.
30. BUS. RENTALS
CLEAN-UP SHCp tor rent.
$200 call 753 7108 or 75.3 6802
FOR
RENT
Warehouse
space at 4th and Sycamore
Streets. 1000 or more square
feet Safe, dry, easy ex
cessibility. $60 per month.
Phone Baiter Bilbrey, Cadiz,
522 8469.
RENT: CLEANUP shop, 641
South. 492 8413,
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT. New 2 bedroom
townhouse ' apartment, all
carpet, range, refrigerator,
dishwasher,
disposer,
washer and dryer hookup,
central air. Call 753,7530.
FOR RENT: Extra large 2
bedroom furnished upstairs
apart, central air, gas heat,
no pets. Call 753-1203. 5150
-per month.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
garage
apartment,
near
campus, $110 per month. No
pets. Call 753-1203.
TWO BEDROOM furnished
apartment, prefer married
couples
Deposit required
Call 753 3106 or 436 2671_
ONE BEDROOM furnished
garage
apartMent,
near
campus, $110 per thonth. No.
pets. Call 753 1203
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR rent with kitchen, '2
block
from
University.
International
students welcome also Call
anytime, 759 1064.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FURNISHED HOUSE for 3
college
girls, for fall
semester Near University
Call 753 4974.
TWO BEDROOM house 4-Or
rent, 9 miles from Murray
$150 per month Phone 753
7987
WANTED HOUSE to rent,
near caMpus, excellent
references Call 753 3713 or
753 6400
35. FARMS FOR RENT
FIVE ROOM farm house,
amid well, retired couple
only Call 345 2205
36 RENT OR LEASE

MURDER

Kelley's Termite
& Pepp cith.trol
24, MISCELLANEOUS
AIR
COMPRESSORS.
Quincy, Ingersoll Rand, etc
Sales, Parts and Service 447
9396
FOR SALE commercial
fans..Phone 753 9104.
1977 FEDDERS AIR, 15,000
BTU, excellent condition,
5275. Call 753 9344 after 5 pm.
FOR SALE. 12 X 12 Bigelow
carpet, very good condition,
beige Call 753 3376- after
Pm.
MAN'S SCHWINN bicycle, 10
s_peed, $80. cost new 5150
Ca11-753-67130r

26. TV•R ADIO
WANTED RESPONSIBLE
party to take up payments on'
25" color t v J A B Music,
753 7575
27. MOB. HOME SALES
FOR SALE 1974 3 bedroom,
all electric mobile home with
100 X 23$ lot, near East
Eleriientary School. Phone
753 9573
1978 MOdEL CTBE R TY, 1210
60, 2 bedroom mobile home,
all electric, well insulated,
With Kenmore refrigerator
and ice maker. Take over
payments. Call 753 0270 or
753 5696
.
TRAILER, 12 X 60, GAS,and
lot for sale Phone 759 1078
after 5 pm.
/

41. PUSLIE SALES
YARD SALE! Inside the red
barn in Coldwater across
from the Church at Christ
building.
Wood
crafts;
glassware; oak wash stand;
recliner;
bicycle;
and
clothing. From 1 till 4 on
Sunday, 9 till Ion Monday.
42. HOME LOANS
LOANS AVAILABLE from
$10,000 to 510,000,000 for any
business purpose Call 606
253 1249
43. REAL ESTATE
62 ACRES LOCATED in
North Calloway on Collins
Road Fenced on 3 sides with
good creek Ideal for cattle
or horses_ Approximately 20
acres tendable with more
Possible: Only $25,000. The
Nelson Shroat Co. 159.1707.

Another

Listing
Profit Minded?? Then
this brand new duplex
is just what you need.
Beautifully laid out
and
conveniently
arranged. Lovely carpeting
and
very
modern kitchens. One
side is slightly larger.
Excellent arrangement for an owner occupant. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1=
for prompt, efficient
real estate service.
New

DON'T WASTE gas!
it's,
getting too high!
Besideti
there's no reason to
look
further this is the one
.for
you Two bedroom brick
with
gas heat near
downtown
shopping 520's. call •
753
1492 offered
by
Loret%
Jobs Realtors.

BOYD-MAJOR

For Rent

NEW
TOBACCO scaffold
wagons, double wide: 2-4"
long 1 886 6029 in Hopkin•
sville after 6 pm.
TRUCK TOOL boxes and
stainless steel tail gate
Protectors Vinso/C Tractor
Company. 753 4892
WANT FOR' restoration_ old
steel wheeled farm tractors
Roberi McMunn, Rt.1, viiia
Ridge, IL 62996
22. MUSICAL .
GE STEREO, AM FM 8
track and record player with
4 speakers, like new, $150
Coll 753 8200
PIONEER STEREO
Call
753 7145
23. EXTERMINATING

1978
NEW
AGE
en
cyclopedias, $400. 759 1078
after 5 pm
SAW
DUST
for
sale
Shoemaker Lumber Corn
pany, McKenzie, (TN (9011
352 5777
SERVICE pole wittt 100 amp
box and meter bask, $80, call
.436.5671.
TAILORED LADIES riding
suit, for English or Western
showing Coat and slacks,
yellow, size 11 12, 515. Worn
only twice, very nice. Call
753 1916 from 8 till 5 and 753
63)1 after 5 pm.

TWO IRISH Setter females,6
months old. Phone 753-5532:
TOY POODLES, apricot,
gray and brown,6 weeks old,
550. 759-1097.
WANTED
MALE AKC
Yorkshire Terrier, weight 3
to 4 lbs. for breeding. Notify
753-7509.

Mini

753 4758

n

IS. PETS-SUPPLIES.

Warehouse
Storage Space

• .1

"f
7

16. HOME FUR NISAINGS
DUNCAN PHYE dinette set
Maple twin beds, End tables
and lamp tale 753 8615
FOR SALE: beige colored 3s;
piece sectional modern sofa
Call 759 441/ after S pm

FOR SALE or lease. Former
Diggs Furniture location.
12,000 sq ft heated and
cooled, carpet and tile floors.
prime location Ready to go
Excellent -established fur
niture location. Jim Diggs,
Diggs Rental, Paris, TN.642
•--9641 or 642 9200
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
APPALOOSA MARE, 1.1
hands tall, good with adults
and Children, $400 Also, pony
with saddle and bridle.
barrel! trained $200. 753-022.1
or 247 2227.
BULLS FOR sale! Per
formance tested half, three
quarters,
seven eighths
blood Simmental and Maine
Anjou bulls. Only the very
best performance bulls
selected from Over 1,000
performance tested cows are
being offered for sale
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, KY
42211. Phone days, 235 5182
BOAR FOR sale, weight 175
pounds, also 10 feeder pigs.
Phone 753 5532.
FESCUE IN the field. St 25.
per bale Phone 753 4065
GOATS FOR sale, also
- -Siamese kittens Phone 4365856
_
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
_
AKC GREAT Dane puppii,AKC Labrador puppies This
weeks special irregular
Parakeets. 53 95 We alsc
have Canaries, Cockateles,
Ducklings, and Lambs
Paradise Kennels, 753 4106
AKC MINATURE smooth
haired Dachshund puppies
Champion bloodlines, (red
males, red females, black
and tan males, black and tan
females) 5 weeks tti
months. old. 575 to $135 each
No checks please 527 9700
after pm
FOR
SALE
German
Shepherd puppies, AKC, 6
Weeks
and 6
months
Gleason, TN (9011 648 5424
43. REAL ESTATE

n

80TO MAJORS°.
REAL ESTATE
753-8080'
•

'ProfetelionalServices
With The riendl) Touch'

COUNTRY ARISTOCRATE ... In a class by
itself-this lovely 2
story challenges comparison. On a beautiful
acre wooded lot? not
far froni city. The
luxurious
features
abound-large
ntry,
den w/fireplace, country kitchen, formal
dining rm., 4 bdrm., 2
baths,
central
vacuum, intercom $84,900. Boyd Majors

Real Estate, 106 N.
12th St.

I

REAL ESTATE
7518080

ProfesAbunal Services
With The Fnendly Touch"

RUN
FOR
THE
ROSES . . . and come
up a winner in this
lovely 3 bedroom B.V.
home, on 12 tendable

acres, large outside
storage building. This
home
has
many
quality features - large
great
room,
w/fireplace,
dining
rm., ample closets.
REDUCED
TO
645,900.. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
THREE
WATERFRONT
lots, 525,000. 2 waterview lots
that join TVA, 516,000 5 101s "
in Kentucky Lake dev.,
$1,500 Call the Nelson Shroat
Co , 759 1707

Pion Ahead
See how easy it is to
stop the rent habit and

start investing in the
future. See this brand
new home with 3
bedrooms. 2 full baths.
ktvely kitchen and central heat and air.
House has thennopane
windows and 7 closets
for lots of storage.
Buyer may select carpeting. Priced below
$40,000. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222,
anytime.

n

BOYD MAJORS.°
REAL ESTATE
753 8080_
Profetstotua Scrt ices
Wilt The Friendl, Touch''

WOW! WHAT
A
VALUE! Enjoy lovely
spring weather &
scenic view in this
cozy, convenient 7'
bdrrn., 2 bath home on
Lakeshore Dr. in Pine
Bluff Shores. Perfect
for retirement • or
week-end
retreat.
Priced in Mid -20's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 . 12th St.

•
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

43. REM.ESTATE
St USED TRUCKS

Purdon71M
1.11111P
irman
Insurance I Real Estate.

.6
of,
d.

Sou thside Court Square

Murray, Kentucky

KC
t3
tit y

753-4451

South 12Th at Sy
TELEPHONE 753 1&bf

-"Color Me
- New'
If yoli buy this
beautifill new brick
home now, you can
choose your own
colors ;lad add your
own personal touch.
Home features 3
bedrooms, 11,2. baths,
central electric heat
and air-conditioning
and thenrutpane windows. Priced at only
$48,900. Country livin'
close to town! Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for all your real
estate needs!

lir
red
OSS
rist
f ts,
nd.
and
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om
any
606
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fins
ith
ttle
20
ore
The
• _

Important
VIP VERY
Proposition...for very im
portant people If you don't
neediour bedroom', use the
two rooms upstairs as a
sewing room and study or
just
as
place
a
to
escape .brick home on five
acres with outside storage
building located west of
Murray and priced in the low
S20's...ddn't
hesitate call
753 1492...offerd by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.

Aiftley Auction
Realty Sales
((tit 111,19111 Amur
Auctioneer RealtorAppraiser
Ph S01 ,4742986 479-371 ,
South Fulton Tenn

NEW FOUR bay equipped
cleanup shop on large lot.
One bay is set up as a paint
shop complete with lights,
heat and fans. Building has
an office and two rest rooms
Ideal for cleanup shop, sign
painting or auto repair Good
location west of 641 north
across from R iveria Court
John C Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St , 753 0101,
or call Bob Rodgers, 753 7116.

1111111.11.111,111MMINNINI
Be Your Own King in
the great room of this
fine three bedroom,
two and a half bath
home. Feel pampered
in the complete kitchen with adjacent
formal dining room.
tasteful
Outside,
professional
landscaping that is fully
matured.
A
greenhouse where you
can grown your own
vegetables
and
flowers the year
around. All this and
much, much more is
offered for a very
reasonable price. To
find out more about
this property call John
C. Nuebauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 7530101 or Linda Drake,
753-0492.

Cox's Army
Will Be Here Soon

Of

rid

1

It's,
sided;
look
e .for
k with
town
753
•rettA

/

Paid for by Pete Waldrop._
Calloway County Cox Campaign Coordinator.
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
NEW OFFICE 11011RS

Closed All Day liVei!

Moniiii5-Frii1,
311-Noof
PIKE NAIR DJ!$1.50

Saturd4-1 7 30 til 5 00

PRICt SHAVE SI 75
Per hospital & biome cells'please WI 733-3445 ono firr; 1. AdValk*. Notary Pubic Service.

HE
me
.V
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Women ofthe World
7
tint hetz. in thc i (old You,
‘Iolis /eat/. lo prout000lo
mindi'd HI/Men we your ,Val.1 rivc
*tit call
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A southeast Missouri based CPA
firm is looking for some top accountants. Work to include all
phases of public accounting.
Salary open. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1090
Cape Girardeau, MO 63101
College Farm Road

STRAWBERRIES
D-Pick
7:00 a.m. Monday thru Saturday
1,4 Mile West of Calloway County HighTehool on
College Farm Road.

753-4498
REGISTERED,PROFESSIONAL
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7-3 with rotation, 3-11, or 11-7.
Competitive salaries and benefits.
individualized refresher program
available. 6 Month internship
available for new graduates. Call
(502) 886-5221; Ext. 154 - Hopkinsyille, KY 42240. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

A house that words
can't discribe inside is
the one on Highway
1346, North of Murray.
1 Awated on a double lot
featuring
a
and
complete kitchen with
built-in.
every
Workshop nice enough
to live in! Call us
today!
DO A little and save a lot!
This house needs some
repair.
The
price
is
reasonable
$15,000...2
at
bedrooms, 1 bath, plus 3
753
acres
Dial
mi1.
Loretta
by
1492.. offered
Jobs Realtors.
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ONE DOLLAR - GOOD THING I'M
NOT
TOKYO."
46. HOMES FOR SALE

Daycare curter keseed for 26
cblidree. Smoke *teeters, fire
/
2
proof doer, brick isomer, 11
WA. 2 lots witb few mei&
bone hookups. Priced to tile
barlski-

Wayne Wilson at
312 N.120 St.
or Call 753.-32113
Scenic setting! Enjoy
the marvelous view of
Ky. Lake- from this
lovely lake home.
Living room and formal dining room plus
family room with
fireplace,
Franklin
Central heat and air
plus all appliances.
Large lake view lot
with lots of decking
around house. Immediate possession,
only $44,900.
Excellent 3 bedroom,
kt bath home in rustic
setting near Ky. Lake.
On extra large lot with
additional
lots
available, central heat
and air with fireplace
thermostat
connections. Not pictured
is a 12x28 brick
workshop with electricity and plumbing.
Priced well below
replacement cost.

MUST
SELL!
Lovely
country home, good location,
I., acres, new appliances,
trees, garden spot, barn and
storeage building. Call 753
1463 or 759-1700.
NEW HOME, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths. For more details call
753 5167.
TWO BEDROOM house for
sale by owner at 502 N 5th
Street. Can be seen by appointment. Call 753.3058 after
4 pm.
TWO BEDROOM house on 2
acres with large barn west of
Murray. 520,000. 753-6645.
47. MOTORCYCLES
with
750 HONDA MAT IC
windshield and sissy -bars,
excellent condition, $1400.
Phone 767-2348.
1971 HONDA MINITRAIL
SOCC, $-175. Call 474-8866 after
3.0 or anytime on weekend.
1973, 350 4 HONDA FOR sale
5400. 759 4826.
SIX WHEEL ATV Terra
Tier, custom trailer, both
excellent condition, 753-6278
1976 SUSUK I RM 250 trail
bike, good shape, bought late
1977. Call 753-9951.
TWO 650 TRIUMPHS, one is
with
customized
fully
springer front end, free
wheel and step-Laug seat, the
other is stock. Also a custom
" built trailer. 435 4237 after 6
pm.
1978 YAMAHA 400, SHARP.
Red. Call after 5 pm,759-1207
and ask for Ed.
1972 YAMAHA 250, custom
handle bars and windshield,
new paint, matching helmet.
Newly rebuilt engine, 5,700
miles, excellent condition.
S500. call 474-8835.
46.-AUTO. SERVICE
FOR SALE: qour- A70-F13
inch tires, Steel belted
radials, used. All four for 520.
753-8393.
49. USED CARS

•
1972 Chevy Impala in
good cOndltion. Coll
753-9964 after 5 p.m.

John Smith, Realtor

753-7411 (anytime)
44. LOTS FOR SALE
FOR SALE: lot zoned for
duplex or fourplex. Call 7538067 after 4 pm.
16 X 24 BUILDING, DEEP
well, septic, and electric on
44 ° acre lot. Dr. Douglas
Road,57500. Ca11.436-54112.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
40 ACRE FARM. 32 acres
_lendable land. Good 7 room
farm house, 3 out buildings.
in good location. Call 437
4343.
143 ,ACRES, STATELINE
road, New Providence, $650
acre, small house, good
water, A. Williams, Rt.8,
Box 517, LaCosta, Mobile, AL
136608. (2051.649-4417.
173 ACRE FARM, 30 acres
cropland, 2 Stock ponds,
small stock barn, milk barn,
tobacco barn and 1.9 acre
tobacco base, good building
located
site,
northwest
Henry County. Price $43,800.
Call (901) 782 3622.'
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER. 4 bedrooms,
21 baths, living room, dining
room,
kitchen,
study,
laundry, large family room
With fireplace, heat pump,
well insulated, 2 years old,
Gatesborough. 759 1149.
BY OWNER 3 bedroom, 2
bath, jiving, dining, and
family room with 4 ireptace,
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near
Murray High, 811 Doran
Road. 753 8405.
'BY OWNER: 3 bedroom
brick, recently recarpeted
throughout, 2 baths, living
room, den with energy
saving fireplace, spacious
kitchen, 2 carports for 3 cars,
terge storage room plus attic
storage, garden spot, large
lot. Mid 540's. 753 6859.
FOR SALE by owner - 3
bedroom
brick
close to
rollege, gas heat, large lot
with outside storeage Call
753 2604. Owner relocating.
OR SALE BY OWNER.:
1214 Dogwood Drive. Five
bedrooms, 3' 2 baths, living
room, dining room, den with
fireplace, sewing room and
aundry
room
Two car
,iarage. Gas heat, low
utilities. Phone 753 7608 after
s pm

53. SERVICES OFFERED
APPLIANCE
REPAIR
FOR "SALE. 1972 Chevrolet
service, refrigeration and air
grain truck with midwest bed
conditioning
Bill
Rollins,
and hoist, 350 VC Also a used
753 0762.
4 roll corn saver. Call 382
An.
ADDITIONS, REPAIR work
2294 after 6 pm
es.
circulating
fireplaces
FOR SALE: 1972 Ford
roofing, insurance work Car
motor,
pickup,
390
Murray
Remodeling
753
automatic, price S1100. Call
5167.
753 9957 after 6 pm.
AIR COMPRESSORS and air
1977 FORD RANGER 150,
tools repaired Safes. Parts
full term 4 wheel drive, short
and
Service 442 9396.
bed. low mileage, must sell,
best offer. 753 8257.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling
1969 GMC WITH 11 ft. New
framing, aluminum siding
Leader spreader bed, new
gutters, and roofing. Call I
motor,$6000 1615) 232 7404.
395 4967 or 1 362 4895.
$1. CAM PE RS
BACK HOE WORK, septic
1972 CHEVROLET MOTOR
tanks, gravel and dirt
home, 23,000 miles, sleeps 6
hauling. 753 5808 or 753 5706
435 4317
BUSHOGGING,
ROOF
FOR SALE: Ford 1969
repair and new roofing,
. Camper, new transmipion,
building tear downs, sum
4
new water holding tank,
merize houses, trailer roof
sleeps 5, 52800. Call 759-1104.
coating, if you need it wedi .1
21 FOOT TERRY, 1976 fully'' prdbally do it. Experienced
elquipped, sleeps six, used and guarenteed work. 753
only 3 times. No equity, pay 2418 between 8 am and tipm
off balance. Call 436 2396.
CARPET CLEANING, free
PROWLER; NUMBER
1
estimates,
satisfied
seller in America. 27 floor
references. VibraiVac steam
plans to choose from. We or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
have one just right for your Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827.
family. Arrowhead Camper
49. USED CARS
COMPLETE
ASPHALT
.; Sales, Highway 80 E, maintenance
paving, patMayfield,
KY.
247-8187,
1976
LEMANS
SPORT
Ching, also seal coating. Call
Coupe. Double power and 17' PHEONI X CAMPER, 753-7148 or 753 9043. Located
air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex- self-contained. Phone 753- at Murray Speedway, Highcellent mileage, $1950. Phone 8056.
way 641 N of Murray.
354-6217,
STARCRAFT -AND
Road CONCRETE & BOCK work,
4 11 15LT GRAND Prix, Ranger
Dealer,
travel Block garages, basements,
Multi trax, like new, $200
traitors, 5th wheels, and driveways, walks, patios,
Days 492-8241.
popup. Both new and used. steps, free estimates. 7531970 PLYMOUTH
ROAD Complete line; parts and 5476.
Runner, 381 engine with air, accessories, hitches, brakes, CAN'T GET those small jobs
has new tires,kgood body and and lights; installed. White's around the house or mobile
running condition. $850. Camper Sales, located East home done? Carpentry,
Ken painting,
From 10 till 5:30, 753 4150 94 ,highway toward
plumbing,
after 5:30 call 759-1613, ask Lake, Murray, KY. Call 753
aluminum
siding, patios,
0605.
for Jerry Keith.
small concrete jobs Call 4361975 PONTIAC GRAN Prix 27' TRAVEL TRAILER, 2562 after 5 pm.
Li power, air, all electric, Vega, deluxe model, like new COMPARE AND save on
cruise,
AM FM 8-track condition, air, awning, large chain link fencing Circle A
stereo, gray exterior, 1 2 refrigerator, t.v. antenna, Fencing. 753-8407.
vinyl top maroon, velour Reece hitch with sway DO
YOU
need stumps
interior, factory maps. Good control, $4575. 753-9920.
removed from your yard or
condition.
Reason
for TRAVEL TRAILER located land cleared of stumps? We
selling;
owner
getting in Keolakek• Trailer Park, can remove stumps up to 24'
married. $2500 Call 354-8256.
Highway 94, 100 yards from below the ground,
leaving
1970- PONTIAC CATALINA, Kenlake. Air conditioned, only sawdust and chips. Call
also a 1973 Shasta camping $1850. 474.8843.
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
trailer. Phone753-6206.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
753 9490 or Bob Kemp 4354343.
1974 VEGA HATCHBACK, 1972 -BOAT
16' DUAL
gas saver, automatic, good Runabout with 65 hp John- EXTERIOR AND interior
condition,
51095.
1973 son, tilt trailer, perfect painting, carpentry work
American Motors 4 door condition, $1295 firm. 753- done, decks and porches built
stationwagon, power and air, 6084.
and repaired, gutter cleaning
other extras, good condition, BOAT TRAILER, Shoreline, or
installation,
sn?ali
$895. Cali 489-2595.
excellent condition, tilt with plumbfng, concrete walks,
patios, and driveways also
spare wheel. 753-8071.
50. USED TRUCKS
'
1974 CHEVY C65 with 10 ft. 1974 B-CRAFT TRI-HULL 65 done. Call 436-5570 after 5 PM
gravel dump, excellent hp Mercury, top and side for free estimates.
FOR ELECTRICAL work
curtains. Call 474-2732.
shape,$7500. 1615) 232-7404.
1978 CHEVY SILVERADO,4 1976 BOMBER BASS boat, call Jerry Osbron,753-946.4.
X 4,- 1,r2 ton pickup, power fully equipped with 65 hp FENCE SALES at Sears
steering, power brakes, air, Mercury motor, M & M now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
AM FM
your
radio 8
track, custom trailer. $2700. Celli free estimates for
needs.
locking diff., aux fuel tank, 753 2316.
full instrumentation tach, 14 FOOT ALUMINUM V FOR
YOUR chain link
cruise control white spoke bottom. Call 489-2266 after 5 fencing
needs, contact
wheels. 10.00 tires. Other pm.
Montgomery
Ward. Free
extras, 11,500 miles, $6850.
estimates.
753-1966.
FOR SALE: 17' Glastron
Phone
(901)782
36"m
.
_
bass boat; 85 hp Evinrude, FOR YOUR garden breaking
1972 CHEVROLET PICKUP, power tilt and trim; Mercury and disc ing, call 753-6123.
stereo, mags,53200 as is. Call bow thruster electric trolling FOR
YOUR
home
753 8162.
motor; heavy duty Rocket alterations, repair, and
boat trailer with 16" wheels remodeling, also new homes
1972 DATSUN PICKUP, good
running condition. Call 753, and electric power winch, and commercial, call 753
depth finder, compass, 6123.
8555 after 5 Pm.
•
anchors, life lockets and GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
1978 FORD 150 ECONOLI NE
other _equipment: canvas Sears continous gutters
Van, power steering, radio,
cover.
This
boat
and
installed
per
your
sliding side door, pass seat,
equipment has never been specifications. Call
Sears z
351 V8, 19,000. miles. Sharp,
used. Approxamately $7500 753-2310 for free
estimates.
like new 54950. Jim Diggs
COs1; wiliSellfor $5500. See at
642-4724 or 642.9200, Paris,
HUGH OUT-LAND roofing,
1709
Johnson
Blvd.
TN.
excellent references, call
Telephone 759 4840.
753-1486 between 7 am and
3:30 pm, ask for Shelley.
INSULATION
BLOWN
in
attics and walls. For free
estimates call 753 7505 or 753
8277.

Must sell.

1971 BUICK LeSABRA, good
mechanical condition, power
steering,'brakes, air, cruise.
Call 436-2289 after 5 pm.
1972 BUICK,4 DOOR, air, all
Power,
cruise,
excellent
condition. S1000. 753-6084.
1978 BMW 320 I, 4 speed, air,
AM FM stereo cassette, 1
speakers, fog lights, sun roof,
light alloy
wheels, 8.000
miles, silver metallic. 76723b9.
-1912 CHEVROLET IMPALA,
good running condition,
trailer hitch, best offer. Call
436 2420,
1971
CHEVROLET,
6
cylinder, 4 door, 41,000 miles,
one owner, automatic, power
steering and brakes.735 Vine
Street or call 753-7523.
COLLECTORS ITEM, 1971
Mark
III, loaded with
equipment and in good
condition, $2000 Phone 3546691.

I

1974 Buick Repel, excellent cendition, air,
AM-FM radio, must set
Call -after 5, 753-9964.
MI consider reasonable
offer.

1969 CHEVY CAPRICE, new
tires, mag wheels, motor lust
overhauled. Call 753 3519
after 5 pm
1950 DODGE, GOOD condition, $800. Also 1940
Chevrolet Street Rod, 350
engine, automatic tran
smission, new wheels and
tires, car is still under
construction. Must sew Call
437-4817 after 6 pm, and ask
for Slim.
1977
DODGE
ASPEN,
special edition, power and
air, 18,300 miles, extra nice,
$42.00. Call 753 7755 after 4:30.
1976' DATSUN, AIR, vinyl,
anct.FM radio. Low mileage.
Call after 5 pm Friday or
Saturday anytime. 437-4622.
1975 FORD ELITE, loaded,
3700 actual Miles, $3475. Call
492 8256
1974 FORD GRAN Torino,
good mechanical condition,
83,000 miles. Call 753-4017
after 2 pm. •
FO
12 SALE 1976 Ford
Bronco.- 39,000 actual miles,
Al condition. 753 6878 or.753
8401.
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom FOR SALE: 1976 Lad
brick, 2 baths, living room,, Cruiser, 4X4, 20,000 miles, 2
den with WB fireplace, 2 car X 15 Ground Hawg fir
Jarage, central gas heat and S1500..153-5152.
,
iectric air, brick porch and 1973 MONTE CARLO,
63,000
oatio, landscaped, kitchen miles. 435 4540.
has many cabinets, built in
dishwasher, disposal, utility
room with W D conncections,
For4141
lots 'of storeage. walk in
closets.
Low
1973 Cutlass Supreme,
560's.
Appointment only, 753 4133
good condition 0111
or (7131 526 1592. 3844 Lake
759-46il. $1400.
St., Houston, TX 77098

Hardware Store

Outstanding shopping-center location in Murray
flanked by high-traffic supermarket and drugstore.
Carries top national brands of hardware, sporting
goods, housewares, gifts, auto accessories - plus 6
more exciting departments. '
No retail experience needed - we train you in our
unique hardware school, keep on helping with our
comprehensive total-service program that covers
advertising, accounting, taxes, insurance, inventory'control, store layout and display.
Requires $160,000 personal investment.
Write or call for Coast to C,oasty Story.
'Larry

Bowser

Coast to Coast
803 N. Englewood Drive
Crawfordsville,IN. 47933
(317)362-5000

Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.

OPEN HOUSE

WEDDINGS with a persona touch by Gerald
Carter at

CARTER'S STUDIO
753-8218
CT'S C L_E;N UP time Junk
cars cluttering your yard and
fields? Free pickup service
474-8854 or 527 1315,
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills
Call Sears, 753 2310, for free
estimates.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
Patching, also seal coating.
Phone 753 1537.
• KEN'S LAWNM01.04 ER
• repair, 718 S 4th Street, same
day service. 753-7400.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753 7203.
MITCHELL BLA'CKTOP
PING, driveways and smaii
jobs a speciality, also pat
ching and seal coating.,753
1537.

Sot., Sun., May 12-13
1-6
1 block v.ast of Doran Road off Wiswell Rd.(16thSt.
Ext.) 34 bedroom brick- 2 baths - heat pump. Den
w/fireplace city-water sewer, upper 40's - 3 adjoining lot available reasonable.

Call 759-1117

NAB NMIII SINI11111
You'll love this 3 bedroom double-wide mobiel
home situated on a beautiful wooded half acre
lot. Located on Oak Lane in Baywood Vista Subdivision near Blood River, the lot is surrounded
by redwood fencing, there are white rock walks
and patio, and covered picnic area. The home
also has living room, eat-in kitchen, dining room,
2 baths, and utility with washer and dryer included. All this beauty, comfort and serenity for
only $20,000.00. Let us show you today.
CALL COLLECT
Home:..24 7-7514
OH ic•: 247-1385

6. or Sheiton
REAL ESTATE a AUCTION CO.
730 PARIS ROAD

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY 42066

FIXED UNTIL.
Are you one who, every year, has your
bathroom "fixed"...this time "for good,"
you hope. But the next year its to do over
again. Its for sure you haven't used Marble and its for sure, you need to. Put your
"fixin

days" behind

you for good

with

MARBLE from

Thornton Tile
and Marble
So. 9th

Quality That Will Please
753-5719

1 FOR SALE
SMALL HOUSES
t be moved to your location.
(to
5-1 bedroom 13 x 26
5-2 bedroom 13x 34
2-3 bedroom 17 x 42

GORE HOUSE
MOVING SERVICE
(901)247-5285
Puryear, TN.

Complete Closeout

Furniture
Warehouse
Entire Inventory Reduced
For Clearance

South 4th St. Murray

Friday, May 18-11 a.m.
JAI
Contractor
Sic. Co.
Specializing in removing
water from under houses
-Engr Work
Concrete Sidewalks
Concrete Patios
Storm Drain Cane
Concrete Curbs 1. Getters

•Quality Controled
Contractors'

1901 West Wood Drive

. FOR SALE

Wayne Johnston 489-2506
Ronel Kirks 436-2319
_ .
ROOF I NG, NEW houses. Re
roof,
built up
roof, and
trailer roof coating. Call 753.
3310.
FkOF I NG,
FLAT
or
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years
experience Call 435 4173
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home. 7537711
WILL
PLOW
and disk
gardens 753 1973 or 753_3413,
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Call
Roger
Hudson, 753 6763 or 753 4545
WET
BASEMENT? We
make wet baSements dry,
work completely guarenteed.
,Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co , Route 7, Box
4094, Paducah, K Y 1 47001, or
- tall day or night, 1 442 7026
57' WANTED .
PAYING NEW higher rate
for silver coins,$4 50 for SI 00
tace Kennedy halves_1965 69.
75 cents. Call Cooley in Paris,
1901)642 5118

Place-Aurora, Ky.
Gorden's Fishing Lakes & Farm
Oft Hwy. 80 or Hwy. 94 on Palestine Church Road,
Follow Signs.

PERSONAL PROPERTY
Pepsi vending machine-approximat ly 50 ricks of
oak and hickory fire wood - '68 For pick up - ice
vending machine 8'x16' - van truck, bed 14' - 24,000
B.T.U. air conditioner, used 1 year - several 12 and 1
bushel baskets-stock trough,500gal. minnow tank 4-60' steel beams -heavy fish stock will be offered
TUBS IN PEISBIAL relIPUITY
, USN NI APPIIIIVER BIECK

REAL ESTATE
Farm consists of 6 sinall lakes, stocked heavy with
grain fed channel catfish, opp 30 acres and another
parcel about same acreage to be sold separate or
combined. Two springs feed continuous stream,
good fence, deep well pump with good water supply.
permanent pasture, 5 security lights.
Terms on Real Estate 10% cash or certified check
day of sale. Balance with delivery of deed. Owner
will finance 50% of Gross Sale at 8% for 10 Yrs. Or
cash will be accepted.

EARL GORDEN OWNER

-

Calvert C5h, Shopping riala

ARNOLD
REAL ESTATE
AUCTIONffit
COI WOVIARD PRINCE

Ph. 395-4646

ifoiny I Celyerf City
Phone 1911 Wel
5.
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Memorial Church To
Hear Pastor Speak
At Sunday Services
• .More Precious Than
Rubies" will be the subject of
the sermon by the Rev. Dr.
Jerre11 White at the 10:50 a.m.
services on Sunday, May 13, at
the Memorial Baptist Church.
His scripture will be from
Proverbs 31:10:13.
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Milton. Gresham,
minister of music, with
Margaret Wilkins as organist
and Sharon Owens as pianist,
will sing "Son of My Soul
following the. children's
sermon.
Ralph Bogard, deacon of the
week, will assist in the services.
All mothers present will be
honored at the morning service. Flowers will be
presented to the mother and
grandmother with the most
children present, the oldest
mother, and the youngest
. mother.
At the 7 p.m. service Dr.
White will be the speaker, and
special' music will be by
Wilma Billington.
Church Teaching with
.Elbert Thomason as. director
will be at
,9:40 a.m. and
Church Training with Bill
7ambella as-director will be at
6 p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Bob Perrin, Nancy
Cathey, and Kelly Cathey.
Nursery workers on May 6
were Sheryl McCuiston,Gayle
Jewell, and Darla Jewell.

Charges Of 'Buyoffsi Flourish
As Gubernatorial Race Heats Up

By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
A Democrat has charged
that he was offered a chance
at a high federal post to pull
out of the gubernatorial
primary,
and
another
Democrat's campaign
manager said he was told he
and the candidate could name
their price if they withdrew.
Also, a second lieutenant
governor candidate reported
an approach about dropping
out of the race.
Former Louisville Maydr
Harvey Sloane said Friday

FOR COMMENDABLE SERVICE — Sergeant First Class Cad 0. Martin, assigned to the
Military Science Department at Murray State University,' has been presented with a
certificate of achievement by the U.S. Army in recognition of his service as a platoon
sergeant and senior instructor at the United States Army Non-Commissioned Officers
Academy at Fort Richardson, Alaska. Making the presentation is Lt. Col. Randall Routt,
chairman of the Department of Military Science at the university. The citation cited Sgt.
Martin's work in drafting all lesson outlines in the development and implementation of
the Basic Non-Commissioned Officers Course and adapting the program for use by
the Alaska National Guard. He and his wife, Harriett, and their si‘ children live on
Route 1, Murray. He has been with the Murray ROTC unit since January of this v ear.

that he was contacted by a
**mutual acquaintance" of his
and Gov. Julian Carroll's and
told he would be promoted for
a high federal appointment if
he left the race.
Kyle Hubbard, campaign
manager and brother of U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, said he
was told that if the
congressman would drop out
and back former state
Commerce Commissioner
Terry McBrayer, "Carroll
1Hubbard) and I could pretty
much let themiknow what was
wanted." He said he was told
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Harry Cecil Named New Executive
Director Of Mental Health Board

An Open House coffee will
be held Tuesday, May 15, at
the Holiday Inn in Murray in
honor of Martha Lewis, wife of
Richard Lewis candidate for
It. governor in the May 29
Democratic Primary.
The coffee will be held from
10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. according to a spokesman for the
local Lewis organization.

fte
OW

Williams, 18, a senior at
Calloway County High, was
selected -most talented" in
his class and is past vice-

Dr. Ben
Humphreys, regional program.
of not, only his overall
chairman of the Western
Cecil cornpletetf-- his un- educational background and
Kentucky Regional Mental dergraduate work at Cardinal experience, but also due to his
44- 4Health-Mental
Retardation Glennon College in St. Louis concepts of the direction of
s.
Chuck Williams has been
and later received his masters community based n.ental
in social work ( MSW) from health programs which chosen to serve as co-publicity
Washington University also in closely parallels those of the chairman and photographer
St. Louis. He is presently Western Kentucky Regional for the Terry McBrayer.tqr
governor
completing his doctoral Board.
campaign
in
The Rev. R. E: Rabatin,
requirements in community
Cecil and his wife. Donna, Calloway County.
pastor
of
the . First
health and will receive his Ph. have two. sons and uill be
Presbyterian Church, will
D. from Southern Illinois moving to the Paducah -area
speak at the 10:45 a.m. worUniversity this spring.
when Mr. Cecil assumes his
ship services on Sunday, May
For, the past five years, new duties on July 9
13.
Chuck Williams
Cecil has served as the adThe Western Kentucky
Lisa Slater will be the choir
president of the Kentucky
ministrator of the Jackson Regional Mental Healthdirector. The sacrament of
Beta Club. He is a six-year
Couny Community Mental Mental Retardation
baptism will be administered
board
Health Center in Carbondale. administrates
The First Baptist Church veteran of the CCHS Speech
a
cornto Adam Meloan,son of Nancy
His. prior experience includes prehensive mental health add
will have a service of Parent.- team.
and Ross Malone.
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
administrative
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Reception following
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the offer was authorized "in
Frankfort and in Terry
McBrayer's campaign."
Both McBrayer and the
governor,
who
favors
McBrayer for the nomination,
denied making or authorizing
offers to any candidates to get
out of the primary.
Louisville radio station
WAVE quoted Bill Collins,
husband
of
lieutenant
governor candidate Martha
Layne Collins, as saying she
was approached by the
campaign of Bill Cox, a
Democratic rival, about
dropping out of that race.
. Rep. Hubbard said Thursday that Richard Lewis, a
candidate for lieutenant
governor, was offered $250,000
from Terry MeBrayer's
campaign chest to get out of
the race and mount a
congressional campaign
against Hubbard.
In Hopkinsville, attorney Ed
Whitfield
reiterated
previously published charges
that he was contacted in 1978
by McBrayer supporters who
wanted him to launch an early

challenge against Hubbard for
his congressional seat and
"would provide an adequate
campaign fund of approximately $50,000 ..."
Whitfield said he did not
believe McBrayer had been
aware of that proposal.

Stevens To Hold
Meeting May 15
David
Ross
Stevens,
director of the Kentuckiana
Solar Sockfty in the LouisvilleNew Albany, Ind., area, will
be at Murray State University
on Tuesday, May 15, to explore the possibility of forming such a group.,,in, West
Kentucky.
In a meeting scheduled to
begin at 6:30 p.m. in the
Environmental. Education
Center in Room - 455 of the
Education Building, Stevens
will lead an exchange of ideas
and information among people
interested in solar energy
design.
Anyone with questions about
the fleeting may call Miriam
Litchfield at 762-2747.

Rev. Rabatin Will
Speak At Services

First Baptists To
Dedicate Babies At
Service On Sunday

University Church
Plans For Services

Methodist Church
To Hear The Pastor

Grace Baptists To
Hear Rev. Burpoe

Jaycees Schedule
Roadblock Sunday

Christian Church
To Hear Youth At
Sunday Services

Coirections & Amplifications

Free Will Church
Plans Woman's Day

• BLACKBURN SCHOLARSHIP WINNER — Harry B. Fannin, a graduating senior at Murray High School, visits
with Mrs. Waiter Blackburn at a recent Murray State
University Alumni Association function after receiving
the $500 Walter Blackburn Memorial Scholarship at
the university for the 1979-80 school year. The son of
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge I Fannin, Route 5, Murray, he
plans to major in chemistry and biology at the university. The perpetual scholarship honors the memory of
Mrs. Blackburn's husband, the late dean of the College
of Environmental Sciences at the university.

Captain D's
FISH DINNER

ALL YOU CAN EAT

YOU'RE INVITED
TO SEE . . .

Man Arrested

Bank of Murray
Ric

South, Murray

160z.

soft drink

You get french fries,cole slaw,
hush puppies and
all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!

Services Planned_
At Catholic Church

Highway 641

FREE!

only

$279

Monday & Tuesday
Murray

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.

Telephone
753-2617

